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SPORTS

City budget grows six percent
By JIM IAAHANES
Staff Writer

Fields adds
two more to
Lady Racers
Page 8
LOCAL

JIM MAHANESLedgef S Times photo

Sheriff to start
dispatching for
rescue squad
The Calloway County Sheriff's Department will now dispatch for Calloway County Disaster and Emergency Services
Rescue Squad (DES).
In the past few months, the
sheriff's office has doing its
own dispatching and through
an agreement with the DES will
take over DES dispatching from
Murray State University Public
Safety.
With the new dispatching
system, incoming DES calls will
go directly to the sheriff's office
saving the DES valuable time
in responding to emergencies.
The DES emergency telephone number is 753-9111.
This number is a direct line to
the sheriff's office. For nonemergency calls, the DES number is 753-9142.

Fiscal court
sets meeting
The Calloway County Fiscal
Court will have a special meeting at 9:30 a.m. Wednesday at
the Weaks Center.
On the agenda will be the
first reading of an ordinance
accepting county road names
established by 911 and a discussion regarding a proposed
resolution requesting that the
state take over maintenance of
Van Cleave Road.
According to County Judge/
Executive J.D. Williams, a public hearing on the road names
will be held at a later time
along with the second reading.

Members of the Murray City Council finance committee discuss Mayor Bill Cherry's 1996-1997 fiscal
budget. The budget was approved by the committee and will be presented to the council for a first reading
May 23.

'96 Election

showers in its wake today and a
trail of flooded homes. Many
waterways were several feet over
flood stage and were expected to
keep rising over the next several
days.
Four deaths in Missouri were
blamed on the weather, three
from traffic accidents and one
fisherman whose boat went over
a 4-foot spillway. In Barnhart,
Mo., the creek behind Irene Tilley's home rose 7 feet in 11
minutes and swamped her whiteframe house.
"We didn't have time to do
anything — we just ran as fast as
we could," she said. "My husband was going to change shoes
and I told him, 'We don't have
time!"
Rain was accompanied in the

ROCKFORD, Ind. (AP) —
Torrential rain across much of the
Midwest sent rivers over their
banks, forcing hundreds of evacuations and turning cornfields and
cemeteries into muddy lakes.
As the flood-swollen White
River jumped its banks and crept
within inches of Danny and Anne
Williams' home, they kept a wary
eye on a back-yard bench mark
— a wooden bird house halfcovered in water.
"That's my danger zone marker," said Williams, who lives in
Rockford, about 70 miles south
of Indianapolis. "When I can't
see it, I know I'm in trouble."
A storm system that dumped as
much as 9 inches of rain on the
region since Sunday moved east
and south, leaving scattered. • See Page 2

Investigation
set in rise
of gas prices
By DAVE SKIDMORE
Associated Press Writer

BERNARD KANEAedger & Times photo

SINGING FOR SUPPORT: Murray State University professors
Vernon Gant, James Broughton and Roger Weis sing their version of
"Side by Side" as their part in the American Humanics Scholarship
Fundraiser. The organization set a goal of raising $1,250 and
brought in $2,000.

Former agent to probe public corruption
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — A
former FBI agent who participated in several high-profile
probes involving state government was hired by Attorney General Ben Chandler to head a new
unit that will investigate public
corruption.

Jim Huggins will start working
for the attorney general's office
June 1. He worked for the FBI
for 29 years before retiring in
November.
The public-corruption unit,
which will focus on state and loc-

al government, also will include
two investigators and an auditor.

WASHINGTON (AP) —
Republicans are urging repeal of
President Clinton's 1993 gasoline
tax increase, while Clinton orders
an investigation of the recent
price surge at the pump and
moves to sell some of the
nation's petroleum stockpile in
hopes of taming prices.
Suddenly, gasoline is an
election-year issue.
Attorney General Janet Reno
told reporters today the Justice
Department is reviewing requests
from several members of Congress to investigate whether any
illegal price gouging is behind
the increases at the pump, an aide
to Reno said.
"If the Democrats want to do
something to help the working
middle-class people, this is a way
we could do it. Give them some
relief on gasoline tax increases,"
Senate Majority Whip Trent Lou.,
R-Miss., said Monday.
House Speaker Newt Gingrich,
R-Ga., is promising a House vote
on the tax issue by Memorial
Day. And, thrown on the defensive, the White House says it's
willing to discuss repeal, which
GOP presidential challenger Sen.

• See Page 2

Suspect charged
in Australian deaths

Tonight...Increasing clouds
with a 60 percent chance of
showers. Low in the mid 40s.
Southwest wind 10 to 15 mph.
Wednesday...Becoming
partly cloudy and warmer.
High around 70.
LAKE LEVELS
KENTUCKY.. 359.8,unc/62*
BA RKLEY.....359.9,-0.2/62
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elected. Chandler spokesman
David MacKnight said the unit
will be available to work on the
election case, but added that was
not the reason Huggins was being
hired.

The unit will work with the
special prosecutions division,
which is overseeing an investigation of irregularities in last fall's
effort to get Gov. Paul Patton • See Page 2

WEATHER

Spoils

The finance commiuee of the
Murray City Council approved
Mayor Bill Cherry's 1996-1997
fiscal year budget Monday in a
special meeting.
The committee will present the
budget to council members for a
first reading May 23.
According to figures compiled
by Finance Officer Don Leet, the
city has seen a six percent growth
in the past year in revenues and
expenditures.
That growth rate is expected to
continue in the next fiscal year.
Leet told committee members
that city revenues are anticipated
to be about $208,550 more than
last year. Expenditures are
expected to be $210,770.
Le-et told the Ledger that each
year the city makes "conservative" revenue estimates.
"We receive more revenue
each year than we actually budget
for and we usually over estimate • See Page 2

Floodwaters
creep toward
omes,farms
By MARCIA BENEDICT
Associated Press Writer

city expenditures to keep the
numbers about even," Leet said.
Last year's budget said the city
would have a $400,000 beginning
balance.
Leet said the city should see an
increase of about $200,000 in
revenue and an expected
$100,000 decrease in
expenditures.
That $300,000 difference,
added to the $400,000, budgeted
last year, makes a $700,000 total
begining balance.
"We feel this is a conservative
revenue and expenditure estimate
for the coming year," Leet told
committee members. "We will
just about break even this year."
Several departments will
receive larger funds from the city
this year including the MurrayCalloway County Park, the
Murray-Calloway County Airport
and the Murray Fire Department.
The city will increase its fund-

PLAYING WITH FIRE: Members of the Murray Police Department and the Murray Fire Department
faced off Monday at the Murray High School gym fore charity basketball game. About 125 people
attended the game which MFD won 9248. The event raised about $400 for the St Jude's Children's
Memorial Hospital.

PORT ARTHUR, Australia
(AP) — He slept by day, prowled
by night, threatened visitors with
his beloved guns and nonchalantly cut the grass minutes after
being told his father had
drowned.
The blond man cruised Tasmania's towns in a mustard-yellow
Volvo hatchback with a surfboard
strapped on top. He shared his
bed with a pet pig. He once
threatened to shoot two neighbors
who dropped by his farm and
offered to buy raspberries.
On Sunday, muttering to himself about "WASPs' and
"Japs," he rolled in to one of the
area's most popular tourist sites,
unpacked automatic rifles from a
tennis bag and started shooting.
By the time he was done, at
least 34 people were dead: Some
were shot down in their seats at a
tourist cafe, their forks still raised
to their mouths; others sat

slumped in their cars. One little
girl died struggling to hide
behind a tree.
Police sources and the Australian Broadcasting Corp. identified
the gunman as Martin Bryant, a
28-year-old man with no criminal
record but a history of mental
problems. He was hospitalized,
sedated and put under heavy
police guard Monday in the same
hospital where 18 of his victims
were treated for gunshot wounds.
On Tuesday, Bryant was formally charged with murder at a
hospital bedside court hearing.
He was only charged with one
count of murder, but police said
additional charges would be filed
soon.
If convicted, he faces life in
prison. There is no death sentence in Australia.
When asked, Bryant would not
III See Page 2
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LifeHouse walk nets $10,420 •Budget...
A total of $10,420.50 was
raised in the annual Walk for Life
3-mile benefit walk for the LifeHouse Care Center for Women,
1506 Chestnut St. More donations are also being received, a
LifeHouse spokesperson said.

Over 100 walkers took pan in
the benefit. The top fundraiser
was John Boyer with the runnersup being Mark and DeeDee
Cohoon.
Honorary Walk Chairs were
Mark and Elizabeth Gottfried.
LifeHouse Care Center for
Women is a crisis pregnancy center that provides practical assistance and emotional support to
women facing unexpected
pregnancy.

III Agent...
FROM PAGE 1

Schwan's Sales
Enterprise
759-9701
will be parked every
Wednesday from 4-6 p.m.
at

Boone's Laundry
North 12th Street
Murray
Next to Arby's
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Chandler, who was not available for comment, is "committed
to protecting the taxpayers'
money," MacKnight said
Monday.
Huggins said his background
with the FBI should help him in
his new job and make the working relationship between the
attorney general's office and the
FBI more effective.
Huggins, 57, headed the FBI's
Lexington office from 1986 until
his retirement. He was responsible for directing investigations in
central and pans of eastern Kentucky and supervised 20 agents.
He also worked closely with
Kentucky State Police on investigations of state and local
officials.
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hospital fimds money to do just
about anything it wants to. We
have a greater need for this backup unit than we do for a new
ambulance for the hospital."
City Administrator Don Elias
told committee members that the
city has participated in the purchase of all ambulance vehicles for
the hospital.
According to Elias, both the
city and the Calloway County
Fiscal Court have always given
matching funds for the vehicle.
"That (began) as an incentive
for the hospital to take over the
ambulance service," City Clerk
Jo Crass said. "If you remember,
that started back when we had (a
private ambulance company). I
think we have given them these
funds at least two or three times
in the past."
Elias said the hospital also
receives state funds for the vehicle's purchase.
As a result of the ambulance
discussion, committee members
decided that MFD's rescue vehicle should receive another look
and possible get priority in the
form of a budget amendment.
Scott said with the city growing at its current rate, there will

be a dire need for a second vehiCommittee members said if the
cle very soon.
county will help with funds for
"Twenty-two percent of our
the MFD vehicle, a budget
total runs were made in the coun- amendmen
t will be created for
ty last year," Scott said. "We see
the city's portion.
the number of runs increasing all
the time and we had four
Other budget items include:
instances last month when that
.Adding a new position in the
vehicle was out on a run and a
planning department. That person
second call came through."
will update the city's comprehenScou pointed out that if some- sive plan.
thing were to happen to the
•Transfering $75,000 to the
rescue vehicle, it would put city city's capital reserve fund to
and county residents in a bind. increase that amount to $200,000.
"We almost lost that vehicle
.Allocating $50,000 for
making a run to New Concord improvements to city hall.
last year. Somebody cut us off on
Leet told committee members
a bridge and took out the side that this money is probably more
mirror.
than enough but that if something
"With only one rescue vehiwere to come up (like last year's
cle...What if that's the vehicle hail damage), the funds will
involved in the accident?" Scott already be allocated.
said.
*Using funds received from the
MFD's rescue vehicle responds E-911 service for costs associated
to all traffic accidents in Callo- with telephone and radio commuway County. Committee members nications for the MFD and Murasked Elias if the fiscal court ray Police Department.
would help out in that purchase.
•An aniversary salary increase
Elias said he and Scott will of $1,000 for all city employees.
compile statistics and present
.Starting salaries for police
them to the fiscal court showing and firefighters to remain at
the number of accidents MFD $16,000.
responds to in the county and the
•A possible increase in properamount of manpower these runs ty tax rates to capture increases
take.
allowed under House Bill 44.
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FROM PAGE 1
mg to the park system by about
$7,500, from $57,500 to $65,000.
The city will also increase its
funding to the airport by $1,000,
from $12,500 to $13,500 in the
coming year.
The Murray Fire Department
will receive $7,500 this year to
start an outside training center for
firefighters. MFD will also ask
for community assistance on the
project.
MFD Chief Pat Scott requested
funds to purchase a second rescue
vehicle for the department. But
when the committee met with
department heads last week,
funds for the vehicle were not
approved.
"I think it's kind of funny that
we can give the hospital $5,000
for a new ambulance but we
don't want to buy a second
rescue vehicle," committee member Tommy Sanders said Monday
night.
Sanders was referring to a
budget item that allocates money
for the purchase of the new
ambulance which will be owned
and operated by the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
"I tend to agree," said committee member Bob Billington. "The

Save

Big, '1111".

WE MOVED!!
Ron's Muffler Shop
has moved to

639 S. 4TH St.,

gocmg

next to Black's Decorating.

We appreciate your business and hope to see you
In our new location.

Call Today
For An
Appointment

FROM PAGE 1
Bob Dole proposed Friday in a
letter to Clinton.
Meanwhile, Clinton on Monday authorized the "orderly
sales" of about 12 million barrels
of oil from the nation's strategic
petroleum reserves, a move that,
by increasing supplies, might
drive down prices. He also asked
Energy Secretary Hazel O'Leary
to report within 45 days "about
the factors that led to the run-up
in prices."
Democratic lawmakers, scrambling Monday to keep the campaign focus on a minimum wage
increase, suggested oil-company
profiteering had more to do with
motorists' pain at the pump than
the 4.3-cent-per-gallon surcharge.
"Just before the tourist season
begins, it's interesting that these
prices would go as high as they
are. I have a feeling it has a lot
more to do with profits than it
does with taxes," said Senate
Minority Leader Tom Daschle,
D-S.D.
Rep. Edward Markey, D-Mass.,

Call Today
For An
Appointment

ASE

in a letter, called on O'Leary to
investigate whether price
increases were "the result of collusion, price-fixing or deliberate
efforts to limit supply by the oil
industry."
Sen. Phil Gramm, R-Texas,
cited the depleted oil stockpiles
from the unusually cold winter
and the new requirement in California for using emissionsreducing reformulated gasoline as
reasons for the price increase. He
also said the erroneous expectation that Iraq soon would resume
exporting oil kept production
down.
But Markey said oil companies
— whose profits have increased
strongly — "curiously" have
curtailed refining rather than
increasing it after the severe
winter.
The American Petroleum Institute, the trade association of U.S.
oil companies, reacted negatively
to Clinton's action. In a statement
it said the strategic petroleum
reserve "never was intended to
be used to control prices or to
dampen normal price fluctuations" but was designed "to provide Americans with a buffer in
case of a major oil supply disruption or shortage."
Gasoline prices are at their
highest level since the Persian
Gulf War. They've jumped 5
cents in the past two weeks and
14 cents in the past year. The
average price nationwide, including all grades and taxes, was

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY
Pick 3
1-2-7
Pick 4
4-7-9-9
Cash 5
4-9-14-19-31

"The oldest
Independent
repair shop In Murray"

Sponsored by:

411#
Shall

136.34 cents a gallon as of Friday, according to the Lundberg
Survey of 10,000 gasoline
stations.
But in California, a crucial
swing state in the presidential
race, regular unleaded gasoline
averaged $1.55 per gallon and, in
some areas of the state, fullservice premium exceeded $2 per
gallon.
Dole's letter came at the end of

two weeks in which Republicans
struggled to respond to a concerted push by Clinton and
Democrats for a 90 cent-per-hour
increase in the minimum wage.
The 4.3-cent gasoline surcharge, bringing the federal tax to
18.3 cents a gallon, was imposed
as part of Clinton's 1993 deficitreduction package, which cleared
Congress without a single Republican vote.

•Floodwaters...
FROM PAGE 1
St. Louis area by 80 mph winds,
hail and lightning that struck and
killed two of Anheuser-Busch's
famed Clydesdales at a petting
ZOO.

Across the Mississippi River in
East St. Louis, Ill., where 8
inches of rain fell, officials evacuated about 400 homes and 163

III Suspect...
FROM PAGE 1
enter a plea. Judge Peter Dixon
ordered him to remain in custody
and to appear in court on May
22.
Hospital officials said they had
received anonymous death threats
from people demanding that
Bryant not be treated for his
bums.
In the aftermath of Australia's
worst modern-day massacre,
workers carried the dead to a
morgue, citizens gathered for
evening prayer vigils and police
puzzled over why someone would
use assault rifles to methodically
pick off victims ranging from 3
to 72 years old.
Local media reported that
Bryant had suffered mental problems and mood swings after a car
accident three years ago killed
the woman with whom he was
living.

nursing-home residents on Monday. An additional 500 homes
remain threatened as state
emergency workers brought in
powerful pumps to help drain
sections of the city.
In West Frankfort, Ill., at the
far southern tip of the state,
floodwaters that were briefly held
back by a old train embankment
surged into the town and forced
the evacuation of 50 homes.
"We had to evacuate several
people with boats," said fire Lt.
Richard Wilburn, adding that
some houses were filled with 7 to
8 feet of water.
Twenty miles south of St.
Louis, mudslides closed roads
and knocked a freight train
engine off its tracks, trapping
three people for about an hour
before they were rescued Monday
morning.
Up to 9 inches of rain fell in
central and southern Indiana on
Sunday and Monday, and extensive flooding was reported. An
estimated 500 people evacuated
and several counties reported that
every main road was closed.
Hail and winds of up to 80
mph lashed at Joplin, Mo., Sunday, peeling roofs off two motels,
taking part of the roof of a
Catholic church, and knocking
the siding off a section of a St.
Louis medical center. At least
two convenience stores and a video store were destroyed.
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Don't Let Hot Weather Spoil Your Vacation...
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CALL CUNNINGHAM AND PUT YOUR
AUTOMOBILE IN TOP CONDITION!
We Specialize In Electronic Fuel
Injection Cleaning
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18 month Jump-up CD

Call us today for an appointment.

YOUR TOTAL CAR CARE BUSINESS
from minor tune-ups to major overhauls.
Management & Staff: W.A. Cunningham, Larry Cunningham, Randy Cunningham,
Ricky Cunningham

(502) 753-6831
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REPUBLIC
Trust
BANK&Compa
ny
Member FDIC

Hours: Mon.-Fri. 7:30-5:00
619 South 4th St.

If rates jump up,so can yours!

1201 Main Street• Murray, Kentucky
759-1630
If rates go up, you have a one-time opportunity to Jump Up to a higher Republic 18
deposit; available for IRAs 550% annual percentage Yield (API') 5.39% interest rate, month rate for the balance of your term. $2,500 minimum
offered as of 4-1-96. Stintantlal penalty for early withdrawal
The Republk group of banks — Kentucky owned8proud of HI
Benton • Bowling Green • Elizabethtown • Frankfort • Lexington • Louisville • Mrfleld
• Murray • Owensboro • Padurah • Shelbyville
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Karen Fahvell's class at North Calloway Elementary was treated to a
game of miniature golf by the North PTO. Falwell's class had the
largest number of members join the PTO this year.

Murray Elementary students Jenny Miller and Alex Wellinghurst visit
with Mart and Jennifer two "different-abled" characters visiting the
school with Kids on the Block. The puppet troupe is from Bowling
Green and their appearance was made possible by a grant from the
school's Foundation for Excellence awarded to Mary Valentine, counselor, and Tonda Thomas, resource teacher.
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Students in Diane Patterson's fourth grade class at East Elementary
have been reading stories and studying about flying. Kevin Johnson,
chief pilot for Hank Williams, Jr., talked with the students about flying
and pursuing a flying career.

Aga
/

Heather Borgarding shared her pet snake with her classmates in Sally
Scott's fourth grade class at East Calloway Elementary.

Murray Elementary student teacher Steve Gaal assists Justin Gipson as
he performs his rope escape trick. This activity was in connection with
a reading unit about Spectacular Stunts. It took Justin one minute to
free himself.

These Murray Middle School eighth graders recently participated in the
West Kentucky History competition. Pictured in the front row are Stephen Compton, Chris Naulty, Jennifer King, Matt Clemson, Ryan Seay
and Katherine Boyd. Back row are Scott Holbrook, Sam Aguiar, Derek
Pace, Joe Adcock, Li: Stockard, Laura Nixon and Kristin Walle.

Kentucky State Trooper Chuck Robertson visited Family II-A at North
Calloway Elementary. The primary 1 and 2 classes learned about safety
rules and about the job of being a state trooper.

Justin Wyatt loves to practice his skills on the computer. Here he is
assisted by his teacher Anne Herndon. He is in Herndon's class at
Southwest Elementary.

Calloway County preschool students in Nona Sliger's class display
their Easter rabbits made from milk cartons and cotton balls.

ttli`T'--21.11111111Calem&
Heidi Heiss's P2 class at East Elementary toured Murray-Calloway
County Hospital to find out how the hospital helps provide healthcare.

Su* lAtNeary shared her collection of musical instruments and other
Items from her travels in Bali, Nepal and Africa with Beth Stribling's
interdisciplinary music classes at Murray Middle School.
Pictures for this page were submitted by the administrative staffs of the Murray
Independent School District and the Calloway County Schools and edited by the staff of
the Ledger & Times. Space allocated for each school district Is determined by the
approximate ratio of students in each district. Please direct your questions and
comments about area public schools to the Murray City Schools (753-4363) or the
Calloway County Public Schools (753-3033).
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With purchase of complete pair
of eyeglasses 8c exam.

Spring Is On
The Wing

Enjoy the new season...take time to
read. Give your child a book that they
become a part of.

I/2 price off 2nd pah of eyeglasses
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Low prices on high qualliv
products 100'.i guaranteeO.

EYECARE
SPECIALTIES
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CHECKLIYour child's education is very

Important to us. That is why we
carry a large inventory of educational
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Smokey the Bear made a special visit to Southwest Elementary in honor of Arbor Day and Earth Day. He is pictured with several students
from Kathy Cleaver's primary classroom.

chool Supply
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•Dail Wear
•Ocular Sciences
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After studying the human mind and thinking processers, students In
Ruth Ann Futrell's Psychology I class at Calloway County High School
use higher level problem solving skills to untangle the human knot.

NIurras

Personalized Books
In addition, we now carry:

Used CD's/Books
Beautiful Kentucky Crafts

The Bookshelf

Add•A•Name Books, Etc.

207 5th Ave.
Calvert City
395-1710

Southside Shopping Center
615 S. 12th St. • Murray
753-4668

and enjoyment reading material to
help your child learn and grow
through their primary years.
Come by and see the many difliren
titles we have to offer.
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ANALYSIS
Partnerships help for
revitalization of cities
By DARLENE SUPERVILLE
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — In a city mocked for everything from
its mayor to its failure to remove snow after the January blizzard, a
northwest Washington neighborhood scarred by 1960s rioting is
demonstrating the promise of America's inner cities.
An 18,000-square-foot strip mall is replacing a vacant lot, bringing the neighborhood jobs and conveniences, including a Laundromat, a barbershop, clothing and beauty supply stores, a dry cleaner
and a carryout soul food restaurant.
Across the street, on what used to be a city-owned car impoundment lot, are a 32-unit cooperative apartment building and 15 townhouses. Split-level condos and more retail space are planned for the
fall.
It's a far cry from the ravaged scene that was left after the 1968
riots that followed Martin Luther King Jr.'s assassination.
Sonic cities haven't had the money or the will for large rebuilding programs, but partnerships among community development
groups, local banks and other institutions are working to bring
urban America back to life.
Doris Knight, a Columbia Heights neighborhood renter since
1980, says, "Life in the co-op, to me, is like a dream come true."
She shares a three-bedroom apartment with her husband and two
adult children, and is treasurer of the co-op's board of directors.
"Always, I've wanted something of my own."
A recent Ford Foundation report challenges the notion that
blighted sections of some of America's biggest cities cannot be
saved.
Ford-funded partnerships in 16 cities and throughout the state of
North Carolina since 1983 have helped more than 150 community
groups build or restore 17,000 units of housing, develop more than
1.7 million square feet of commercial-industrial space and offer a
myriad of services, the report said.
Community development groups have existed for decades, but
historically have had a tough time luring investors. Ford recognized
their need for broad support and, in 1983, began encouraging partnerships among local financial institutions, businesses and
community-based foundations to help them.
Between 1983 and 1991, Ford helped establish partnerships in
Atlanta; Boston; Cleveland; Los Angeles; Miami; Newark, N.J.;
Philadelphia; Portland, Ore.; and San Diego. Later ones were
formed in Camden, N.J.; Detroit; El Paso, Texas; New Orleans;
Seattle; Pittsburgh; Washington; and North Carolina.
Since then, the foundation has funneled more than $42 million to
the partnerships, which help draw financing and aid from a mix of
sources, including the federal, state and local governments.
"It's almost a wholesaling of services that allows the community
development corporations to do one-stop shopping for money, for
expertise, for publicity and for some other things," said Steve
Glaude, president of the National Congress for Community and
Economic Development.
Said Sandra Phillips, executive director of the Pittsburgh Partnership for Neighborhood Development: "You really need all of these
players to make a successful community development picture."
Pittsburgh's partnership opened a $7.5 million small-business
center in 1992 in a vacant warehouse across the Allegheny River
from downtown, primarily for women- and minority-owned
businesses. The center also provides them with legal, accounting
and other assistance, including use of central office facilities, such
as a conference room, receptionist and copier.
The Neighborhood Partnership Fund of Portland spent $1.3 million for extensive landscaping, private patios and a new playground
at a 42-unit housing complex previously called "Crack Alley"
because of drug dealing.
In Camden, one of the nation's most poverty-stricken cities, the
Camden Development Collaborative is preparing to hand out $3
million to community groups for housing and economic development projects.
"It's difficult, because a lot of people don't want to give in
Camden," said Jessica Gonzalez Joseph, government relations
manager for Campbell Soup Co., a member of the collaborative and
the only major corporation remaining in the city, across the Delaware River from Philadelphia.
In Washington, the decline of the predominantly black Columbia
Heights neighborhood began in the 1960s after residents started
fleeing to the suburbs. The community was further devastated by
rioting after King's murder, which destroyed more than 4,000 housing units and scores of businesses.
An urban renewal program helped clear away some of the debris,
but with the exception of a few affordable housing complexes,
nearly 40 acres of land in the heart of the nation's capital remained
vacant for years.
But the landscape is changing.
"It has already started coming back from its decay to a real
changing and blooming and bustin' loose" neighborhood, said
Edith Cromwell, saleswoman for Manna Inc., a nonprofit housing
developer.
EDITOR'S NOTE — Darlene Supervilk covers urban affairs
for The Associated Press.

Attention Washington!
US. REP. Ed WhlVleld
202-225-3115 (Washington)
U.S. SEN. WENDELL FORD
173A Russell Senate Office Building. Washington D.C. 20510
202-224-4343 (Washington)
U.S. SEN. MITCH McCONNELL
120 Russell Senate Office Building, Washington D.C. 20510
502-442-4554 (Paducah) or 202-224-2541 (Washington)

Like hungry birds
In my school, they did it this time
every year. "They" were the girls'
physical education teacher and the
boys' basketball coach. "It" was
separating males from females, llth
graders only. "This time of year"
was especially key for juniors -before most of us got our drivers'
licenses, before prom, and before
the end of the school year -- the
season of short-shorts, summer
loves, and long nights at the Amboy
Drive-In.
The girls saw a film. To this day,I
don't know if the same was true for
our male counterparts. My friend,
Mauri, swears that the coach probably spent the time helping his
charges rehearse the "I'm not ready
to make a commitment" speech that
would successfully get most of them
through the rest of high school,
college, the military, and perhaps
even through their first marriage;
but that's grist for another column.
Anyhow, the girls' session began
as we filed into weekly Health class.
Miss Cromwell -- whose ovaries
were crushed in a gymnastics accident when she was in college and
engaged to a football hero who then
spurned her because she would not
be able to bear his children -hustled us into our seats before the
bell rang. A projector was threaded
and in place, and the film looked
like a long one.
Miss Cromwell stood at the front
of the room, arms crossed and
scowling. "In your seats and settle
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down," she ordered. "We need to
get started right away. This may be
the most important film you'll ever
see in your life."
Judy Carvello, who sat behind
me, whispered,"Someone ought to
tell her they showed us that film in
the 6th grade." When we all
laughed, Miss Cromwell's eyes
squinched into slits; her lips pursed
into a thin line of bloodless fury.
"Anyone who says another
word," she enunciated slowly, stopping to look each one of us in the
face to show she meant business.
"One word, one giggle, even one
look sideways to your friend,and I'll
personally make sure you don't get
to take your driver's test on time."
Even without the threat, the film
would have captured our attention
immediately. It began with a car full
of boys. A convertible. It was
weird. They looked like real guys,
and the car was pretty nice. An
Impala.
The guys were cruising. It could
have been any town, our town -down Main Street, in front of city

hall, past the A & P. and through the
parking lot of a teen hangout. They
slowed down by the movies, where
a line of people waited to buy
tickets.
There were girls waving at them.
Girls with black eyeliner, ballerina
slippers,and mouths open wide,like
hungry birds. The boys called to
them; they called back.
All of a sudden everyone is in the
car together. A beer materialized
from nowhere, and it is reasonable
to suspect that one of the kohl-eyed
girls had it hidden in her huge black
pocketbook, big enough for a midwife to carry.
After the scene fades out, a sign
comes up on the sreen that says,
"The next week..." And we see one
of the boys with his girlfriend at a
party. A wholesome party in someone's rec room. There are balloons
and crepe paper streamers. The
couples dance stiffly, like strangers,
while the hostess' beaming parents
ladle frothy pink punch into paper
cups.
The boy and his girlfriend (who

wears a pale yellow sweater set,
nothing like those OTHER girls)
leave early, making an excuse about
a sick grandmother. They slip into
the dark interior of a car, its luminescent clock gleaming a cheerful,
chartreuse 10:30. Then there's a
blackout and we see it's midnight.
The girl is fixing her hair; the boy is
apologizing.
From there it is all downhill -tearful confrontations in front of
school lockers, secret trips to the
doctor, interviews with public
health officials who persuade the
boy to divulge the identities of all
his partners.
"No matter how nice a girl she is,"
the doctor says mournfully, "you
must tell us her name. Without
treatment she might never have
children."
The boy tells, and the nice girl's
reputation is ruined forever, though
she does manage to many a boy
from the university she attended in a
far-off state. By the end of the film,
the jury is still out on whether she
will bear offspring.
We leave class ready to burst.
Later on we whisper among
ourselves and giggle incessantly,
acting as if we knew all along that
there was something beyond pregnancy to worry about. Like we
were cool and sophisticated. It
could never happen to us. We were
nothing like the girls in the car. The
ones with mouths like hungry
birds.

EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
April 8 — Daily Jefferson County Union, Fort Atkinson,
Wis., on government forecasting:
The returns are in from the 1993 Clinton tax increases, and the
results have once again upheld the rules of government forecasting
accuracy.
The first rule of government forecasting is that expenses will
always be higher than projections supplied by the proponents of
programs. ...
The second rule is that income tax increases don't raise as much
money as they are projected to. ...
The latest example of this was the Deficit Reduction Act of
1993, popularly known as the Clinton tax increase. It was predicted
that raising the top marginal tax rate from around 30 percent to
around 40 percent would raise $16.5 billion in 1993. The forecasters were unusually confident in their forecasting because much of
that tax hike was retroactive and, thus, would capture income
already earned under the earlier tax rate assumptions.
Surprise, surprise! A study done by Harvard University economists Martin Feldstein and Daniel Feenberg, ... showed that rule No.
2 still holds. The study suggested that upper income Americans
worked less, took more deductions and/or otherwise changed their
behavior to avoid the 33-percent increase in their tax rate that was
the centerpiece of President Clinton's "deficit reduction" law. The
tax increase raised only $5.1 billion or less than one-third of the
estimated dollars.

April 15 — The Sheboygan (Wis.) Press on the Grand
Canyon flooding:
The planned flood at the Grand Canyon recently signals a new
approach in the West to managing dams with the environment in
mind.
It's high time.
The Bureau of Reclamation, the federal agency that manages
dams, opened the flood tubes at the Glen Canyon Dam, upstream
from the canyon, for a week.
The freer flow of water allowed the Colorado River to carry
more sediment and restored some of the beaches — and the plants
and animals that they support — in the canyon.
David Wegner, program manager for the bureau, was quoted in
an Associated Press story as saying, "This event is our first
attempt to operate the dam for environmental purposes."
In the past, the dam has been managed with the needs of power
and water customers in mind.
This is important because the dam supplies electric power to 3
million people spread over vast areas of Arizona, New Mexico,
Nevada, Utah, Colorado and Wyoming.
Fifteen million people in those states and California and Mexico
get their drinking water from Lake Powell, the man-made lake
behind the dam.
This is not to imply that mere tampering with release times and
the flow of water will ever return the river to near its natural state.

Assad's word may be key
WASHINGTON (AP) — In the
end, the agreement to halt the
bloodshed in southern Lebanon
was contained in a document
nobody signed, its details negotiated with a man whose motives
remain unclear.
Not once during their
announcement of the truce did
Israeli Prime Minister Shimon
Peres or Secretary of State Warren Christopher mention the
name of Syrian President Hafez
Assad.
But few would question that
Assad more than anyone else
holds the key to whether the Hezbollah guerrillas live up to their
side of the bargain and halt their
rocket attacks on Israel.
"For Assad this was a very
glorious moment," said Judith
Kipper, director of Middle East
studies at the private Center for
Strategic and International Studies. "All roads led to
Damascus."
"There's a fair chance the
truce will last," Peres said Sunday at the start of a visit to the
United States.
He cited two reasons for
expecting the truce to hold: Lebanon's interest in protecting its
civilians, and what he called Syria's track record for honoring
agreements. It was a nod toward
the Syrian president who decides
whether his country will or will
not honor agreements.
Was there another route to a
cease-fire in Lebanon? The
actions of the United States and
other governments involved in
the search for calm in the Middle
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Donald M. Rothberg
Diplomatic Writer
East make it clear they believe
the only road to peace goes
through the Syrian capital.
Assad rules a country the
United States describes as a supporter of terrorism. Damascus is
a haven for terrorist groups. Yet,
President Clinton went to the city
to meet with Assad in the hope of
persuading him to make peace
with Israel.
Not even Assad's abrupt and
embarrassing snub of Christopher
on Tuesday deterred the secretary
of state from returning the next
day to meet with the Syrian
president.

Kipper agreed there can be no
peace without Syria. "But you
don't have to give all the credit
and all the glory to Assad," she
said, criticizing the administration for spending so much time
trying to persuade him to take the
final steps toward ending the
state of war with Israel.
During a frenetic week in the
Middle East; Christopher shuttled
repeatedly between Jerusalem and
Damascus as he searched for the
formula that would end the fighting in southern Lebanon.
He wasn't the only diplomat
who took the road to Damascus

Just drop us a line ...
Readers and residents are welcome and encouraged to express their
opinions on our "Forum" page by writing letters to the editor. We print
letters on a variety of topics, provided they comply with the following
guidelines: all letters must be signed by the writer, with the writer's
address and telephone number included in case verification is necessuy (telephone numbers will not be published). Letters should be typewritten and should be on topics of general interest Letters must not be
more than 500 words. The Murray Ledger & Times reserves the right
to edit, condense or reject any letter and to limit frequent writers.
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor, Murray Ledger
& Times, P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071.

to confer with Assad. The Syrian
president also met with Foreign
Ministers Nerve de Chareue of
France and Ali Akhbar Velayati
of Iran and Yevgeny Primakov,
their Russian counterpart.
The traffic to and from Damascus was the clearest indication of
the importance all the mediators
place on Assad.
Hezbollah often is linked in the
public mind to Iran whose fundamentalist Islamic government
gives the guerrillas money and
weapons as well as spiritual support. But the supplies from Iran
go through Syria, where Assad
exercises firm control.
His power was reflected in
Israeli press reports that said he
agreed to support a cease-fire
after Christopher told him that
Israel was considering sending
ground troops into Lebanon in an
effort to wipe out the Hezbollah
guerrillas.
According to an account in the
Yediot Ahronot newspaper, it
was only after Christopher delivered that threat that Assad withdrew his opposition to a ceasefire.
The account supports the idea
that Assad can force Hezbollah to
do his bidding. But it also raises
a new question about the Syrian's
motives. If took the threat of an
invasion to win Assad's agreement, it hardly looks like a step
toward a lasting peace.
EDITOR'S NOTE: Donald
M. Rothberg covers foreign
affairs for The Associated
Press.
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Arts, crafts show
set for Expo Center
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Calloway County Judge/Executive J.D. Williams (naiad canter) and
Mayor Bill Cherry (saated lift) sign a proclamation naming May 1 Law
Day in Murray and Calloway County. Representing various antities are
Calloway County Attormy David Harrington (noted right) and (standing
from loft to right) Law Day Chairman Nicole West; Paul Hayes from the
Calloway County Bar Association and Laura Robinson.
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Summer program to
challenge students

Arts and crafts fans of all ages
won't want to miss the Four Star
Arts and Crafts Festival at the
Murray State Exposition Center on
May 4-5, from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Carolyn McCoil, festival coordinator has booked the Expo Center
for another fantastic two-day event.
McCoil, who has been involved
with a number of shows throughout
the region, says people of all ages
can expect a real treat at the Four
Star Arts and Crafts Festival.
McCoil says the festival will be
held rain or shine and visitors can
expect an array of activities in
addition to being able to view and
purchase handmade craft items
from different regions of the United
States. "There will be food, craft
demonstrations, and door prizes
given away every hour," said
McCoil, "and this year the festival
will be held the week before
Mother's Day, which provides a
great place to complete your gift
purchases."
Special features of the craftsmen
include weaving,jewelry, yard art,

quilts, ceramics, wood crafts, custom designed knives and much
more. Kids will enjoy such things as
face painting, sand art and pony
rides provided courtesy of the Four
Rivers Pony Club. Smiley the
Clown will also make a special visit
on Saturday afternoon.
Located within one mile of Murray State University's main campus,
the Expo Center is easily accessible
with local hotel accommodations
available nearby. There is no admission charge,however there will be a
small parking fee of $1 per vehicle.
Dates have already been set for
another festival at the Expo Center
on Sept. 14-15. Plans are also in the
works for a Christmas Craft Festival.
For information concerning
booth rental, festival activities or
lodging, contact McCoil at (502)
382-2248 after 6 p.m.

CONGRATULATIONS

'

Eugenia F. Childress, AC
...MULTI-MILLIONAIRE CLUB

Eugenia F. Childress, FIC
Field Representative
Woodmen Bldg.
Third & Maple
Murray, KY 42071
Phone 502-753-5234

WOODMEN
OF THE
WORLD LIFE
INSURANCE SOCIETY
some Orrice
Omaha Nebraska

Attaining the qualifications for the President's Cabinet is
quite a significant accomplishment. Her success is the
direct result of personal service, individual attention and
great dedication to her clients.
Woodmen joins her many friends and associates in offering special congratulations for an outstanding performance. Perhaps she is the professional who can help you
determine your life insurance needs.

FORM A WATCH TEAM — KEEP MURRAY SAFE
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Students in grades 7 through 10
looking for a challenge during their
summer vacation will find it at
Murray State University. Summer
Challenge, a one-week academic
camp for this age group, will return
to the Murray State campus July 712. An all new line-up of courses
has been developed,giving students
a great chance to study with MSU
faculty in a variety of fields.
Summer Challenge students may
take either one all-day course, or
two different claws, one during
each of the morning and afternoon
sessions. John Griffin, coordinator
of Program Outreach for the office
of community education at Murray
State says "Small class enrollment
means excellent teacher-to-student
ratios and enhanced possibilities for
hands-on learning." He adds that the
program is rounded out with special
lectures, presentations, demonstrations and field trips.
The 1996 Summer Challenge
program offers exciting hands-on
classes such as "Careers in Television" where students can work in an
actual studio and participate in a
group video project. As camera
operators, actors, directors, editors
and engineers, everyone will
quickly discover firsthand the work,
planning and cooperation necessary
for a successful broadcast to occur.
Everyone receives their own video
copy ofthe finished work. The class
is offered in both morning and
afternoon sessions. David Saier,
graduate student in MSU's department of journalism and mass communications will be the instructor.
"2D and 3D Computer Graphics"
will show students how to create
images on the computer and make
their designs actually come to life.
In the past, ideas and designs were
drawn on paper with painstaking
techniques. Now, with the most
advanced computer graphic processes available there is really no limit
to what you might do using AutoCAD and other animation software.
MSU faculty member Dr. Danny
Claiborne and Mark Starr, graduate
student in the department of industrial education and engineering technology, will show participants how
they can start with some basic
drawing and designing functions
and quickly progress with additional design projects to develop
ideas right on the computer screen.
Morning and afternoon sessions
both available.
No need for experience, students
who enroll in "Beginning Painting"
can just bring their imagination to
class and Roy Smith, graduate student in MSU's department ofart will
help them explore one of the most
important design elements — color.
Activities will include completing a
group mural painting. All supplies
will be provided for the morning
and afternoon classes. Auire for this
class should be comfortable, casual
and something that you wouldn't
mind receiving an accidental splash
of "color."
"Literary Forms" is the final
morning and afternoon offering. In
this class students-will delve into a
different literary form each day,
including drama, poetry, the essay,

•Air

the short story and the novel. This
course will help students appreciate
a well crafted piece of literature,
explore why writing is effective and
see how the written word really does
have the power to change minds. Dr.
Charles Daughaday, MSU faculty
member in the department of English will instruct the class.
Students who want to cover an
in-depth study of one of the nation's
most pressing environment issues
will be interested in "Pollution
Problems and Control." This is the
only class in the Summer Challenge
series that is scheduled for the entire
day. Acknowledging that basic human activity produces waste, this
course will study how improper
control of these wastes can lead to
air and water pollution causing
human health problems,destruction
of plant and animal life and overall
deterioration of the environment.
MSU faculty from the department
of industrial education and engineering technology, Mike Kemp
and Paul Yambert, will lead students as they investigate an area
where environmental problems
have occurred.Combined with field
observations
laboratory
and
analysis,students will use computer
exercises, gather information using
the Internet, and communication
skills to access the magnitude of the
problems and design a possible
system for controlling the pollution.
Summer Challenge students who
sign up for this class will gain an
understanding of pollution in general and the relationships among
people's needs, resources and environmental protection.
"Summer Challenge is a residential camp offering a chance to stay in
MSU housing facilities," says Griffin, "but commuters are also welcome." The registration fee of $325
covers housing, all meals, program
materials and insurance. The fee for
commuters is $225, which covers
everything except housing and meals. If you would like more information about any of the classes featured in Summer Challenge or want
to sign up,contact the Murray State
University Office of Community
Education, 207 Collins Center,
Murray, KY 42071; or call (502)
762-2160 locally, 1-800-669-7654
toll free.

Did you know_
More than 1.9 million or
(1,992,665 to be exact)
coupon clippers can't be
wrong. That's how
many Kentucky shoppers bought something
last month with a coupon clipped from a
Kentucky newspaper.
Shopper Attitudes in Kentucky, 1995
The Preston Group, Lexington, Ky.
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Retail
Broyhill Rocker Recliner/Oak Trim, Green Stripe
Broyhill Loveseat with 2 Recliners, Red/Green,
Aztec Stripe

Dinosaur Days Price

$449
$575

$937
170

Broyhill Cherry Finish Triple Dresser with Pediment
Mirror

$937

$479

Broyhill Cherry Finish Daybed with Link Springs

$629

$299

Broyhill Full/Queen Cherry Finish Poster Bed

$575

3 pc. Broyhill Oak Bedroom Suite dbl. Dresser with
Mirror - 5 dr. Chest Full/Queen Bed

'1867

$288
$899

Matching Oak Nightstand

$262

Solid Oak Bunk Beds

$1158

(matches dresser with mirror described above)

(can use as twin beds too!)

$132
$499
$369
1/2 Price
$299
$550
$249
1/2 Price
1/2 Price
$450
$299
$248
$355
$149
1/2 Price
1/2 Price
40% Off
$799
$899
$499

$555

Broyhill Pecan Bed with Full/Queen Rails
Quality Day Beds, 10 Different Styles to Choose from
Oak Jewelry Amoire

'823

61" x 74" Oak Entertainment Center up to 35" TV

'1186

61" x 48" 0a10Entertainment Center

$597

Oak Corner Entertainments (2 styles

to choose from)

All Lane Cedar Chests
Solid Cherry 6 Drawer Chest

$1155

Pencil Post Bed, Dark Green Finish

'667

5 Drawer Chest, Dark Green Finish

$497

Double Dresser with Mirror, Dark Green Finish

$707

Lane Square Cocktail, Queen Ann Leg, Dark Oak
Finish

'497

All Remaining 1995 Spring Wall Chiropractic
Bedding Sets In Stock
Homecrest Patio Furniture
Beautiful Entertainment Armoire, Light or Dark

$2013

3 pc. Entertainment Wall System

'1897

Unusual Designer Bakers Rack, Twig/Leaf Design,
Bronze/Green Finish

$1212
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Rho Chapter works on special project
Rho Chapter of Alpha Delta
Kappa met Wednesday. April 17,
n the Home Economics Depart-

ment of Calloway County High
School.
The program consisted of

RESERVATIONS
are currently being taken for

Hickory Woods
Retirement Center
GUARANTEE our pre-opening rental price for one full year by
registering now for your new apartment at Hickory Woods Retirement
Center! ASSURE yourself of the very best in Senior living in a secure,
worry-free environment. TREAT yourself to three wonderful meals
daily, served to you by our caring staff. RELAX and let us do your
housecleaning and laundry.ONE monthly fee entitles you to these and
many other seevices at Hickory Woods!
COME IN TODAY and select the floorplan and location you desire.
A $500 deposit, totally refundable, is all it takes to reserve your new
home at Hickory Woods. After all, don't you deserve this?

members working on an altruistic
project to be shared with area
teachers in May.
The finished bears for the state
altruistic project to St. Jude's
Children's Research Hospital
were displayed.
Doll Blakeney, president, presided and gave the devotion.
Betty Riley reported on the

spring board meeting. She will be
conduct a workshop at the Southeast Regional meeting at the Peabody Hotel, Memphis, Tenn.,
June 24 to July 1.
Hostesses were Mrs. Blakeney
and Jane Cothran.
The chapter will meet Saturday, May 4, at 9 a.m. at Eva's
Country Kitchen.

North conducting election
North Elementary School will conduct the election for two parent
representatives on the North Site-based Decision Making Council
today (Tuesday). North parents may come by the school and vote for
candidates from 3 to 7 p.m. A PTO meeting will begin at 7 p.m. in
the school library. All North parents are urged to come by to vote.

Civitan meeting Thursday
Murray Civitan Club will meet Thursday, May 2, at 6 p.m. at
Eva's Country Kitchen. Civitan President Willis Johnson urges all
members to be present to help plan the May 16th meeting when the
Civitans will honor the local W.A.T.C.H. Center and make a financial contribution to its program for handicapped persons.

FOR MORE INFORMATION, call:
Katherine Morris, Marketing Director
(502) 753-5339
Visit our office at 1608 Hwy. 121 By-Pass, Murray, KY.

Mother-Child event Wednesday

KENTUCKY
FARM BUREAU
INSURANCE
kAsc
*City & County
Coverage
*Farm Owner
*Home Owner
*Auto
*Life *Blue Cross
*Retirement
*Business
*Long Term Care

Pictured at the meedng of Rho Chapter of Alpha Delta Kappa are, from
left, Janice Hooks, Betty Riley, Elizabeth Douglas, Bess Kota, Sue
Adams, and standing, Doll Blakeney.

Joint SBDM session Thursday
A joint training session for all county and city school Site-Based
Decision Making Council members on "Budget and Financial
Responsibilities of SBDM Councils" will be Thursday, May 2, from
3:30 to 6:30 p.m. at Murray High School. Susan Perkins Weston,
executive director of Kentucky Association for School Councils, will
be the speaker. For more information call Dan Hampton, principal,
at Murray High School.

Hardin TOPS member
talks about snack foods
By BRENDA DUNCAN
TOPS Representative

Agency Manager, Ray T. Broach: Agent. Bob Corneli3on

753-4703

Christian Women's Fellowship of First Christian Church will have
its annual Mother-Child Banquet on Wednesday, May 1, at 6 p.m. in
the Fellowship Hall. This will be a potluck salad supper. Betty Gore
and Emily Kennedy will be in charge of the program. Whether you
are a mother or not or have child or not, bring a favorite salad and
join in the fellowship, a CWF member said.

310 South 4th St.
Murray, Ky.

TOPS #495 at Hardin members
say if you are trying to lose
weight or maintain a healthy
weight, you may think you must
resist the urge to nibble between
meals. But that strategy can be
counterproductive.
Snacks can be and important
element in a good eating program. The key is to plan for them.
Planning lets you fit snacks
into your overall eating scheme.
It also alerts you to keep handy

FR SALE, LEASE 01 TRADE
Owner Financing Is Available

Southwest meeting Wednesday
the foods you'll need for healthy
snacking, such as fresh fruit;
cripsp vegetables like celery,
green peppers, and broccoli
florets, washed and cut into bitesized pieces; low-fat breads and
crackers; crunchy, low-fat treats
like air-popped popcorn and flavored rice cakes.
Healthful snacks can help you
safely navigate the hunger valleys
during periods between mealtimes. If you plan for snacking
and keep it within limits, it can
be an ally in your weight-loss
effort.
Members of TOPS (take off
pounds sensibly) Chapter at
Hardin often trade helpful hints
on topics like smart snacking and
other ways to stick to an eating
program.
To find out more about the
TOPS meeting at Hardin each
Tuesday at 7 p.m., call Brenda
Duncan at 753-8966 or toll free
at 1-800-932-8677.

Rich named
as director
PADUCAH, Ky. — Steve Rich
has recently been named Public
Relations Director at Paducah
Community College.
Rich, a 1991 graduate of University of Kentucky, earned his
bachelor's in advertising with a
concentration in marketing. He is
currently working his masters in
communication at Murray State
University.
Rich worked at The Paducah
Sun for five years where he most
recently served as Promotions
Director.

This home features hardwood flooring throughout the first floor. The
kitchen features corian counter tops. There is crown molding
throughout the first floor, and in the master suite on the second level.
The master suite features a sunken tub, and a man made marble
shower. There are many large closets throughout. Three additional
bedrooms, 2 additional full bathrooms, 1 large playroom. The windows
are treated with plantation shutters throughout the dwelling. The
landscaping around the subject property is very extensive. This
beautiful home is located at 1101 Riverwood, Murray, in one of the more
exclusive subdivisions. An adjacent lot is available.

Contact Scott Wright
For An Appointment

Enhanced 911 Board will meet
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Purchase Regional Enhanced 911 Administration Board will meet
Wednesday, May 1, at 3 p.m. at the Purchase Area Development
District office at Mayfield.

Garden Department will meet
Garden Department of Murray Woman's Club will meet Thursday,
May 2, at 10 a.m. at the club house. A garden tour will follow.
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ACOA meeting on Thursday
Adult Children of Alcoholics and/or dysfunctional familiies
(ACOA) will meet Thursday, May 2, from 6:30 to 7:30 p.m. at Calloway County Health Department, 701 Olive St., Murray. For more
information call Carolyn at 753-6026 or Nancy at 753-7405.

Ida
Car

Hal

Breast Cancer Support Group to meet
Breast Cancer Support Group will meet Thursday, May 2 4, at 7
p.m. in Board Room, Murray-Calloway County Hospital. For information contact Martha Andrus at 753-3862.

German Shepherd Dog Club will meet
German Shepherd Dog Club of West Kentucky will meet Thursday, May 2, at 7:30 p.m. at Calloway County Public Library. All
persons interested in German Shepherds are invited. For more information call 436-23358.

RECDS representative at library
A representative of Rural Economic and Community Development
Service (RECDS), formerly the Farmers Home Administration
(FmHA), will be at Calloway County Public Library the first Friday
of each month starting May 3, from 9 to 11:30 a.m. USDA, RECDS
make 100 percent homeloans to very low to moderate income people. For more information call 1-502-247-9527 at Mayfield, said
John D. Wells, manager.

Navy unit planning reunion
An effort is being made to find persons who served on the U.S.S.
Sperry (AS-12) submarine tender between the years 1942-1982. A
military reunion is being planned for Sept. 5-7 at Minneapolis,
Minn. Names may be sent to Jim Taylor, president, U.S.S. Sperry
(AS-12) Association, 5081 Holly Farms Dr., Virginia Beach, VA
23462 or call 1-804-490-2462.
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Spring Training!
Get in shape /EORE the Summer!
Give us 30 minutes
3 times a week & you will see results!
Join Now

113

Fast, Fun,
Fitness

60% Off
r

If you are

You can be

a size ...

a size...

20

16

18

14

16

12

14

10

12

8
6

10

753-6669

Southwest Elementary School Site-based Decision Making Council will have a called meeting on Wednesday, May 1, at 8 a.m. This
will be to take action on the 1996-97 School Transformation Plan.
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til S beginning May let
Sat 9-12

Curves
for women

Join now & low, up to
25 lb.. by July1

Get started today!

759-3400
1608 Hwy. 121 N.
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We are pleased to
that
announce
Grogan,
Heather
bride-elect of Trent
Bates, has made her
domestic and household selections through
bridal
our
registry.
Heather and Trent
will be married May
25, 1996.

JCPenney
Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
Murray, Kentucky
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Registration for Summer
Swim program scheduled

CALENDAR
Tumidity. *III SS
"A Dermert Beimpiee oslebration/6-8
p milAurray Woman's Club House.
Public invited.
Babysitting Clinic by Calloway 4-H
Program and Calloway Youth Service
Center/3-4:30 'p.m./Calloway County
Middle School.
North Elementary SBDM Council
called meeting/4 p.m.
Calloway County Public Library
'Sleepy 'TM* Stogies kir ages 3-5
with adults/6.30 p.m.
Singles Organizational Society
(sos)f7 p.m./Chamber of Commerce.
Ink:053-9395, 489-2046, Of 759-2512.
Bingo/7 p.m./Knights of Columbus
bung.
Murray TOPS Club Kentucky 1134
meeting/7 p.m./First Presbyterian
Church, Inki/759-9964.
Hardin Tops Chapter/7 p.m./Hardin
Library
First Presbyterian Church College
Fellowship/7 p.m.
First United Methodist Church
Finance Commitee/7 p.m.
St. John Episcopal Church Evening
Prayer/5:15 p.m.
First Baptist Church First Place
Orientation/7 p.m.
SI. Leo Catholic Church Catechism/5
p.m.; MSU Bible Study/7 p.m.
Alcoholics Anonymous/closed
meeting/8 p.m./American Legion Hall,
Murray. Info/7S3-8136 or 435-4314.
"The Arkansaw Bear" Children's
production/9:30 a.m. and 12:30
p.m./Lovett Auditorium, MSU.
Wrather West Kentucky Museum,
MSU/open 8:30 a.m.-4:15 p.m.
Eagle Gallery at Doyle Fine Arts Center, MSU/open 8 a.m.-7:30 p.m. No
charge.
Currie Center Gallery at MSU
open/11 a.m.-10 p.m.
National Scouting Museum/9
a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Wednesday, May 1
Calloway County Fiscal Court
meeting/9:30 am/Weeks Centel.
Southwest Elementary School special SBDM Council meeting/8 a.m.
Jackson Purchase Doll Club/11:30
a.m./Dutch Essenhaus Restaurant.
Calloway County Public Library
Parents and Twos/9:30 a.m.; Story
Hour/10:30 a.m.
Fellowship breakfast for any persons
and spouses who ever attended Faxon
School/8 a.m./Shoney's.
Senior Golf Group/8:30 a.m./Miller
Memorial Golf Course.
Murray Country Club Ladies
Golf/9:30 a.m.
Oaks Country Club Ladies' Golf and
Bridge/9:30 a.m.
Weeks C•nter/open 9 a.m.-4 p.m./for
senior citizens' activities. Pinochle
Club/1 p.m.

Wednesday, May 1
Board of Calloway County Public
Library/4:30 p m
Calloway County 4-H Goat Club/3:30
p.m./Weeks Community Center.
AA closed discussion/i1
a.m./Am•rican L•gion Hall.
Info/753-8136 or 435-4314.
Coldwater Church of Christ Bible
c4asees/7 p.m.
New Ule Christian Center study/7
est Fork Baptist Church Bible
Study/7 pm
Christian and Missionary Alliance
BMW Study/7 p.m.
Eastwood Baptist Church
service/7:30 p.m.
Dexter Baptist Church Bible
Study/6:30 p.m.
Sugar Creek Baptist Church
Study/7:30 p.m.
Westaide Baptist Church service/7

tilemthorlal

Baptist Church Prayer
meeting, Mission Friends, GAs, RAs
and Youth/7 p.m.
First United Methodist Church
Covenant Prayer/9:30 a.m.; Bible
Study/10 a.m.; Preschool Music and
Choristers/5:15 p.m.; Kids Club/5 p.m.;
Singers Unlimited/5:30 p.m.; Adult
Handb441/6 p.m.; Chancel Choir/7:30
p.m.
Glendale Road Church of Christ Bible
classiss/7 p.m.
University Church of Christ Bible
classes/7 p.m.
'
First Presbyterian Church ARK &
WOW family picnic/5 p m , Choir/6:30
p.m.
Grace Baptist Church Kids Club,
Youth Bible Study, College/Carreer
Bible Study, Adult Bible Study/7 p.m.
First Christian Church annual
Mother-Child banquet/6 p.m.;
Choir/7:30 p.m.
First Baptist Church Friendship
International/9 a.m.; Ladies Bible
Study/10 a.m.; WMU Visiting
Ministry/3 p.m.; Fellowship
supper/5:30 p.m.; Library open/6:15
p.m.; Children's Choirs, Youth Prime
lime, Praise!/6:30 p.m.; Prayer meeting and Bible study/6:35 p.m.; Sanctuary Choir, Intercessory Prayer/7:45
p.m.
"The Arkansaw Bear" Children's
production/9:30 a.m. and 12:30
p.m./Lovett Auditorium, MSU.
Wrathor West Ky. Museum, MSU/
open 8:30 a.m.-4:15 p.m. No charge.
Eagle Gallery at Doyle Fine Arts Center, MSU/open 8 a.m.-7:30 p.m. No
charge.
Currie Center Gallery at MSU/open
11 a.m.-10 p.m.
National Boy Scout Museum/open 9
a.m.-4:30 p.m.

HOSPITAL REPORTS
Three newborn admissions,
dismissals and two expirations at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Friday, April 26, have
been released as follows:
Newborn admission
Easley baby girl, parents, Chris and
Ida, Almo;
Myers baby girl, parents, David and
Cara, Benton;
Lamb baby girl, parents, Mark and
Harriet, New Concord.
Dismissals
Mrs. Lucille G. Thomas, Benton;
Mrs. Sindia A. Apple and Mrs. Lenora
L Burton, Springville, Tenn.;
John L. Sumner, Cadiz; Miss Roxanne Beadles and baby girt Wingo;
Kyle Dee McKinney, Almo;
John H. Custer, Buchanan, Tenn.;
Earl F. Vaughn, Dexter; Mrs. Harriet
G. Lamb and baby girl, New Concord;
Mrs. Beatrice B. Hughes, James T
Loyd, Robert W. Kendall, Clitford W
Farris, Theron C. Riley,
Mrs. Avis Reubene Robertson, Mrs
Lorene Ada Foster, Billie R. Mayfield,
and Miss Amanda M. Murphy, all of
Murray.
Expirations
Mrs. Emaline J. Gammon and John
W. Scarbrough, Murray.
• • • •

belmbor.,. ,
Mrs. Lisa-gang MiNer
Johathan H. Lowhorn and Mrs. Adelle
Katierene Perry, all of Murray.
Expiration
James G Kimbro, Puryear, Tenn
•
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Jamie Winders

Winders gets
fellowship
Jamie Winders, a University of
Kentucky sophomore from Hazel,
was recently named one of 11
new Gaines Fellows.
Gaines Fellows receive $2,000
scholarships during their junior
year and $3,000 during their
senior year.
As juniors they attend discussion seminars on a multidisciplinary topic in the humanities. As seniors, they research
and write a thesis on a topic of
their own selection.
Winders is the daughter of Jim
and Ingy Winders of Rt. 1, Hazel,
and granddaughter of Ed and
Katy Schnutz. She has a 4.0
grade point average. Her majors
are geography and natural resource conservation and management.
"I don't cqine from a humanities background, and the Gaines
program is a good way to balance
the hard science with humanities," Winders said.
The Gaines Fellowship recognizes outstanding academic performance and encourages independent study in public issues
and the humanities. John R. and
Joan B. Gaines endowed the
program in 1984.

What is one of the first signs
6 to 7 p.m.- Level I (SP). Level II
of summer? American Red Cross (BP), Level IV (BP);
6 to 6:30 p.m. - Parent and Tot;
Summer Swim Registration!
6:30 to 7 p.m. - Parent and PreRegistration will start Monday,
May 6, at the Red Cross office in School;
6 to 6:30 p.m. - Parent and Special
the Weaks Community Center at Needs;
607 Poplar St. Hours will be
6:30 to 7 p.m. - Parent and Special
from 9 a.m. to noon and 1 to 4 Needs;
7 to 8 p.m. - Level I (SP), Level II
p.m. No phone registration will
(BP), Level III (BP), Level V (BP),
be taken. Persons must come to
7 to 7:30 p.m.- Parent and Prethe office to sign up for the School;
classes.
7:30 to 8 p.m. - Parent and PreThe price this year remains the School;
FOURTH SESSION
same as last year, $25 for a twoJuly 22 to Aug. 2
week class for one person. Callo10 to 11 a.m. - Level I iSP), Level ll
way County Chapter is a United (BP), Level III (BP), Level V (BP);
Way Agency.
10 to 10:30 a.m. - Parent and Tot;
10:30 to 11 am.- Parent and PreA schedule for the Swim ProgSchool;
ram follows:
11 a.m. to noon. Level I (SP), Level
FIRST SESSION
II (BP), Level III (BP), Level IV (BP);
June 10-21
11 to 11:30 a.m. - Parent and Pre10 to 11 a.m.- Level I (SP), Level II School;

(B)), Level III (BP)
10 to 10:30 a.m. - Parent and Tot
10:30 to 11 am. - Parent and Preschool;
11 cm. to noon- Level I (SP), Level
II (BP), Level III (BP), Level IV (BP);
No evening class this session!
SECOND SESSION
June 24 to July 5
10 to 11 a.m. - Level I (SP), Level II
(BP), Level III (BP);
10 to 10:30 cm. - Parent and Tot;
10:30 to 11 a.m. - Parent and PreSchool;
11 a.m. to noon - Level I (SP), Level
II (BP), Level IV (BP);
11 to 11:30 cm. - Parent and Tot;
11:30 cm. to noon - Parent and
Pre-School;
6 to 7 p.m. - Level I (SP), Level II
(BP), Level IV (BP);
6 to 6:30 p.m. - Parent and Tot;
6:30 to 7 p.m. - Parent and PreSchool;
7 to 8 p.m. - Level I (SP), Level II
(BP), Level I Adult;
7 to 7:30 p.m. - Parent and Tot;
7:30 to 8 p.m. - Parent and PreSchool.
THIRD SESSION
July
to 19
10 to 11 a.m. - Level I (SP), Level II
(BP), Level VI (BP);
10 to 10:30 a.m. - Parent and Tot;
10:30 to .11 a.m. - Parent and PreSchool;
11 a.m. to noon - Level I (SP), Level
II (BP), Level III (BP), Level V (BP);

Drive insured and be assured
of protection when you need It.
Call me today about your
auto insurance.
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11:30 a.m. to noon - Parent and
Pre-School;
6 to 7 p.m. - Level I (SP), Level II
(BP), Level IV (BP), Level I Adult;
6 to 6:30 p.m. - Parent and Tot;
6:30 to 7 p.m. - Parent and PreSchool;
7 to 8 p.m. - Level I (SP), Level II
(BP), Level III (BP, Level VI (BP);
7 to 7:30 p.m. - Parent and PreSchool;
7:30 to 8 p.m. - Parent and PreSchool.

WhyIkeyelePaper?
i Because,compared to producing a ton of paper from
virgin wood pulp, recycled
paper uses 640o less energy
and 50",, less water, results in
74"i, less air pollution and
saves 17 trees, and creates 5
times more jobs.

We are pleased to
announce
that
Jennifer
Dowdy,
bride-elect of Joey
Gray, has made her
domestic and household selections through
our
bridal
registry.
Jennifer and Joey
will be married June 1,
1996.

JCPenney
Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
Murray, Kentucky

Grand
Opening
*: SHE'S BACK.
Noma Yeane's Nails

Ashley Ross

Ross Insurance Agency
753-0489 • 600 Main St.

•

JD CHALLENGER

•

The Tropics is pleased to
announce Teresa James & Rhonda
• Redden of Fringe Benefits have
relocated at the Tropics.
•

4

•

Norma Yeane's Speciat;
•

Lk:

•

Full Set
of Enhancements

Dismissals and one expiration
at Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Saturday, April 27, have
been released as follows:
Dismissals

•

*25
•
•
•

Leon Rule, Kirksey; Mrs. Bernice V.
Walker and baby girl, Hardin;
Mrs. Merl Maxine Starks, Hazel,
Miss Teresa D. Reed and Johnie
Albert Nelson, Benton;
Leon Henderson, Mrs. Shirley Ann
Scott, Miss Hiawatha Caldwell, Cecil
Conrad DePriest,
Mrs. Joe Nell West Drenner, William
B. Morris, Mrs. Sandra Carol Pritchett,

•
•

Ilot Springs
Pedicure

•

$18
•
We are pleased to
that
announce
Amy Torsak, brideelect ofRayFennel,has
made her domestic and
selections
household
through OUT bridal
registry.
Amy and Ray will
be married June 15
1996.

JCPenney
Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
Murray, Kentucky
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Warrior's Circle
JD Challenger is every bit as powerful, sensitive, colorful, unorthodox
and mystical as his art. He is a bold and gifted artist, his work
reflects his passion and intensity. His subjects have real presence and
invite a strong response from any audience.

Ask about our complete natural•
nailcare program GUARANTEED. •

•
•
Register For Doorpn.zes:

50 Gift Certificate From Finley
Jewelers, Pier 1 Imports, D.K. Kelley, Lunch
for Two at Pagliai's, Tropics Tanning Time or
Free Pedicure and Manicure!
*

The

GALLERY,
"The Home of the Ultimate in Custom Framing"
301 N. 12th • University Square, Murray • 759-1019

.."1111111km..-

•
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Ronal uVean,

••

901 Coldwater Road • 753-1137

•

Nails A Legend Would Wear...
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Sports
Rodman finds playoff niche
By MIKE NADEL
AP Sports Writer
DEERFIELD, Ill. (AP) —
Dennis Rodman is in trouble
again.
So the Chicago Bulls, who
don't want to set their recordsetting season ruined by the hotheaded forward, have moved
swiftly into damage control.
"Dennis and I had a little
talk," Bulls coach Phil Jackson
said Monday after Rodman was
fined $5,000 by the NBA for
making an obscene gesture at a
referee in the previous night's
playoff victory over the Miami

Heat. "I think Dennis understands. How he's going to play is
another statement."
Jackson is starting to understand what San Antonio coach
Bob Hill went through last year,
when Rodman's erratic behavior
contributed to the Spurs' postseason failure.
"I'm not comfortable with
Dennis' mental standpoint,"
Jackson said. "He felt like he
was picked out and made an
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Miller-less Pacers
trailing Hawks 2-1
after 90-83 setback
By PAUL NEWBERRY
AP Sports Writer
ATLANTA (AP) — Even
through an injured eye, Reggie
Miller can see that the Indiana
Pacers are in trouble.
The team that reached the
Eastern Conference finals the
past two seasons has stumbled
without its All-Star guard. After a
90-83 loss to Atlanta on Monday
night, Indiana is one game away
from being knocked out of the
NBA playoffs in the first round.
The Hawks, who have been eliminated from the playoffs by the
Pacers the last two seasons, are
sensing payback with a 2-1 lead
in the best-of-5 series.
Steve Smith scored 26 points,
his average in a series that has
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NBA PLAYOFFS

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky Derby contenders were
hoping to find a crack in the
armor of Unbridled's Song.
Instead, they found one in his
foot.
"This should not compromise
him at all," trainer Jim Ryerson
said. "He's worked on it, and
he's comfortable."
Since he won the Wood
Memorial on April 13 and established himself as the early Derby
favorite, Unbridled's Song has
worked in a protective bar shoe.
At first, Ryerson called the injury
a little cut. Then it was a bruise,
then a gouge.

seen him put on a Miller-like performance, and Christian Laettner
added 24. For good measure,
Mookie Blaylock tied an NBA
playoff record with eight steals,
including two in the closing seconds to ice the victory.
"We don't want to head back
to Indiana," Blaylock said.
"They are very good team at
home and we don't want to go up
there and listen to their fans.
They have great fans. Hopefully,
we can finish it on Thursday."
Game 4 is Thursday night at
the Omni. If the Pacers win, the
deciding game is Sunday at
Indianapolis. Atlanta is trying to
advance to the second round for
only the second time in eight
years.
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STEVE PARKER/Ledge & Times photo

Lady Racer coach Eddie Fields bolstered his team for next season and beyond with the signing of two
more players.

Michigan State transfer inks with Lady Racers
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Head coach Eddie Fields has
announced the signing of
Michigan State transfer Danielle Watts and Central Hardin
High School standout Cassandra
Meadors to play for the Lady
Racers in the fall.
Watts will sit out next year to
fulfill the NCAA requirements
for transfers but looks to be a
key component for the Lady
Racers squad in the 1997-98
season.
"This couldn't be better timing for us to get the quality of a
Big 10 player like Danielle,"

Fields said. "We will lose
(Anjeanette) Gilbert and (Stephaine) Minor next year and
Danielle could definetly step in
and help us."
Standing at 6-foot-3, the
forward-center from Detroit,
Mich., averaged 18 points and
12 rebounds per game as a
senior at Frank Cody High
School. She earned second-team
Class A all-state honors from
the Detroit News in her final
season and was selected as
second-team All-Metro as well
as an All-Public School League
honoree. In her junior year,
Watts averaged 15 points and

10 rebounds per game, earning
second-team all-city and allmetro honors.
"Danielle is very active, athletic and is a solid player. We
look for her competitive nature
to help our kids push harder in
practice," said Fields.
Also signing a national letter
of intent to play for the Lady
Racers is the three-year starter
from Central Hardin, Cassandra
Meadors.
Meadors scored 1,262 points
in her four-year stint at CHHS

Glavine changes up in 4-1 win over Cards
ST. LOUIS (AP) — Tom Glavine was back on his game, and
the St. Louis Cardinals couldn't
do a thing about it.
"Maddux is the best and Glavine is not far behind," Cardinals
starter Todd Stottlemyre said
after the Atlanta Braves completed a three-game sweep with a
4-1 victory Monday night. "Really, I have fun competing against
guys like him."

distraction

example of. It was a physical
game, but Dennis carried it too
far."
At least Jackson got some good
news Monday when Michael Jordan showed up at Bulls headquarters with little sign of the back
injury that hampered him the
night before. Jordan — the
league's all-time scoring average
leader in both the regular season
and playoffs — experienced
• See Page 9
spasms after being fouled on a

By JOHN NELSON
AP Sports Writer

By R.B. FALLSTROM
AP Sports Writer

to

layup near the end of the first
half.
"Michael feels quite comfortable that he'll be ready Wednesday" for Game 3 at Miami, Jackson said. "Michael has the ability, like a lot of great athletes, to
recover quickly."
Jordan's recovery let Jackson
focus on Dennis the Menace.
Rodman was ejected in the
third quarter after picking up his
second technical foul. Play had
already been stopped because of
a foul on Chicago's Ron Harper

Derby
favorite
injured;
will race

On Monday, Ryerson admitted
it was a "quarter crack or heel
crack" as well as an injury to the
soft tissue in the heel of
Unbridled Song's left front foot.
And if that's not a crack in
Unbridled's Song's armor, it
might at least affect the odds on
him as the race approaches.
Ryerson said blacksmith Bruce
Scott cut away part of the hoof
before Unbridled's Song arrived
at Churchill Downs last week
from New York to alleviate pressure, and the hoof was patched.
Then, Unbridled's Song was
put in a bar shoe, which has a
metal bar across the open end to
keep the foot from making contact with the ground. Ryerson
said he expected Unbridled's
Song to run with normal shoes in
the Derby on Saturday.
"We noticed heat in the left
front after the Wood," Ryerson
said. "It's one of those things
that happens. It's just that the
timing was bad. You don't want
this to happen now, but it could
have been worse. It could have
happened right on top of us."
Unbridled's Song, son of 1990
Derby winner Unbridled, set himself up as the early Derby favorite by winning the Breeders'
Cup Juvenile last Oct. 28 at Belmont Park. Then, however, he
was second in his first two starts
of his 3-year-old season.
Ryerson said Unbridled's Song
will have his final workout for
the Derby on Wednesday,.

B.

Glavine (2-3) regained the
changeup that had deserted him,
winning for the first time in five
starts. Almost half of his pitches
were off-speed as he allowed one
run and seven hits in 7 2-3
innings.
In his previous four starts, he
gave up 11 runs in 24 1-3
innings.
"Sometimes, you have to go
through some tough times with
certain aspects of your game to
maybe understand how important

they are, or.maybe to understand
you can't take that aspect of your
game for granted," Glavine said.
Fred McGriff was sharp the
entire series. He was 6-for-10
with two homers, three doubles
and seven RBIs, and his two-run
double in the seventh put the
Braves ahead 4-1.
Mark Wohlers finished with
hitless relief for his sixth save in
six chances, sending the Cardinals to their fourth straight loss
and seventh in eight games.

The Braves outscored the Cardinals 17-4 in their first sweep at
Busch Stadium since May 1983,
when Joe Torre was their manager. Torre managed the Cardinals
from 1990-95.
"I guess the frustrating thing
about us so far in April is that
every time it seems like we're
going to get going something
happens and we don't," Glavine
said. "To come in here and
sweep the series, maybe this is
the thing that will get us going."

AP Fl. Phob
Utah's Karl Malone scored a game-high 35 points Monday night in
Game 3, but the Jazz MI 94-91 to the Portland Trailblazers.

Williams' clutch tip-in
turns back Utah in OT
By BOB BAUM
AP Sports Writer
PORTLAND, Ore. (AP) —
After 115 missed shots, it was
only fitting that the winning
basket came on a rebound.
Buck Williams scored on an
offensive rebound with 14.1 seconds left in overtime, and Portland overcame poor free-throw
shooting to beat Utah 94-91
Monday night and stay alive in
their first-round playoff series.
Utah still leads the best-of-5
series 2-1, with Game 4 Wednesday night at the Rose Garden. It
was the first playoff victory for
Portland coach P.J. Carlesimo in
six tries over two seasons.
"We put ourselves in a situation that vh shouldn't have been
in," Carlesimo said, "but we
responded on the defensive end."

Williams got inside of Karl
Malone, giving the Utah star a
nudge in the process, then
grabbed a rebound of Arvydas
Sabonis' missed hook shot and
put back a layup to give the Trail
Blazers a 93-91 lead. It was only
Williams' second field goal of
the game.
"This was one of the more
physical games I've played in,"
Williams said. "The referees let
us play tonight. They didn't call a
lot of ticky-tack fouls. ... We
have a defensive team. We play
very aggressively."
Utah had a chance to tie it, but
John Stockton missed a 15-foot
jumper and Portland's Harvey
Grant grabbed the rebound with
3.5 seconds remaining.
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Orioles finally beat Texas "REUSE THE NEWS
•$

4r11

f. RECYCLE THIS NEWSPAPER.

Baltimore rallies
to end 0-6 slide
against Rangers
9

By DAVID GINSBURG
AP Sports Writer
BALTIMORE (AP) - The
Baltimore Orioles took a risky
approach to finally pin a loss on
the Texas Rangers.
"Seems like the only way to
beat them is to get a lead and
blow them out, or come back to
win," Baltimore's B.J. Surhoff
said.
Baltimore took the latter
method Monday night. The
Orioles rallied from a five-run
deficit for an 8-7 victory, their

first against the Rangers in seven
games this season.
Surhoff hit the go-ahead homer
in the seventh inning, ruining
Texas bid for its first four-game
sweep in Baltimore since 1972.
"We couldn't let them get out
of town without letting them taste
defeat at least once," Baltimore
manager Davey Johnson said.
In the only other AL games
Monday, Minnesota beat Kansas
City 11-6 and Chicago defeated
California 4-3. The Seattle Milwaukee game was postponed
by rain.
Surhoff, playing third base this
season for the first time in two
years, made a critical error in the
third inning that helped the Rangers score three unearned runs.
He made amends, however, with

•Lady Racers...
FROM PAGE 8
while pulling down 609 total
rebounds. She went to the state
tournament as a freshman
before leading her team to the
state finals in her senior year.
The Courier-Journal selected
Meadors as first-team all-state
as she led all scorers with 12
points in the championship
game against Union County.
In her junior year alone Meadors dished out 96 assists,
forced 99 turnovers, charted 75
steals, with 226 rebounds and
435 points. As a senior she
charted 77 assists, 93 forced
turnovers, 60 steals, 210
rebounds and 458 points.
"I feel Cassandra has a great
career in front of her," Central

Hardin head coach Terry Buckles said. "Her versatility to play
in any position is a great asset
for her as well as her shooting
ability."
Meadors will serve as a
shooting guard or small forward
for the Lady Racers as Fields
expects her to be very active in
the paint and on the boards.
"Cassandra shoots the midrange shot so consistently but
can also step out and shoot the
three-pointer or put the ball on
the floor and get to the basket,"
Fields said. "I'm excited about
her because she is so active
defensively in addition to being
a solid rebounder."
Watts and Meadors join
Tameka Gray and Ronyeld
Shirley in the 19% Lady Racer
recruiting class.

his sixth homer of the season and
a two-run double.
"It feels good to contribute,
especially when you know that
you made a mistake earlier in the
game." he said. "No one said
third base was going to be easy
- I get a lot more disappointed
when 1 don't play well in the
field than when 1 don't do well at
the plate."
Surhoff has been doing just
fine with the bat this year. Three
of his six homers have either tied
the game or put the Orioles
ahead, and his 17 RBIs ranks
third on the team.
Mike Devereaux also homered
and Roberto Alomar had three
hits for the Orioles, who had lost
nine of their previous 11 after
opening the season 11-2.

"This is a big win for us,
mainly because we had been
struggling," reliever Jesse Orosco said. "We didn't want things
to slip away from us - we
needed to put a stop to the
losses."
Juan Gonzalez homered for the
Rangers, but starter Roger Pavlik
couldn't maintain the 5-0 lead
Texas gave him in the third
inning.

Sporiaorsd By:

Jane Rogers Ins.
'See me fix all your family insurance needs
305 N. 12th St., Murray
(next to Century 21)
...

Like a good neighbor,
State Farm Is there

-the guys are putting up runs
for me, but I just haven't been
able to hold on to a lead," Pavlik
said. "I don't know why."

Stale Fenn insurance Companies
Home Offices: Bloomington, Illinois
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Neither does Texas manager
Johnny Oates.
"If I had the answer, I'd sit
down for the next half-hour and
explain it," Oates said.

Racer basketball
banquet canceled
Staff Report
Murray Ledger 8. Times
Murray State men's basketball
coach Mark Gottfried announced
Monday that the Racers would
not be hosting their annual
basketball banquet this year.
Gottfried cited several conflicts
as the reason for not having the
banquet.
"We have a number of factors
that have forced us to assess our
annual basketball banquet," said
Gottfried. "I regret that our fans
will not have this opportunity to

753-9627

••••

celebrate our championship season, but finding a date that would
work for our basketball team, our
basketball staff and the facility
was not feasible.
"I want to again thank our fans
for their tremendous support this
past season and look forward to
many more celebrations in the
future."
Murray State finished the
1995-96 season at 19-10, capturing their eighth Ohio Valley Conference title in the last nine seasons and participating in the
National Invitation Tournament.

3-1:
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795 p.m
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II Blazers...
•Bulls...
FROM PAGE 8
when Rodman slapped at the
basketball, but instead got a piece
of Miami's Alonzo Mourning.
"We tried to tell him that after
the whistle blows, contact
stops," Jackson said.
As Rodman left the court, he
gestured toward referee Bill
Oakes.
"Unfortunate," Jackson said.
"And embarrassing for the
team."
Rodman declined comment
Monday. But on his television
show the previous night, he
repeated what has been his standard line of defense all season:
NBA referees are out to get him.

It was just the latest in a series
of incidents involving Rodman,
who was dealt a six-game suspension for head-butting a referee
March 16 and tied Charles Barkley for the NBA lead in technical
fouls with 29.
Despite his problems, Rodman
won his fifth consecutive
rebounding title and helped the
Bulls to an NBA-record 72 wins.
He has been popular with the
fans - partly for his colorful
hair and tattoos, partly for his
high-energy work ethic.
He told ESPN on Sunday that
Bulls owner Jerry Reinsdorf
should pay him $10 million a
year.

FROM PAGE 8
Rod Strickland, who scored 16
of his 19 points after halftime,
was fouled and made one of two
free throws with 2.7 seconds left
to make it 94-91. With sharpshooter Jeff Hornacek on the
bench after fouling out, the Jazz
got the ball to Chris Morris,
whose 3-pointer from three feet
beyond the top of the key was off
the mark at the buzzer.
Sabonis had a career-high 27
points and 12 rebounds, but
missed two crucial free throws
late in regulation.
The Blazers, the worst freethrow shooting team in the NBA,
shot only 59 percent from the line
and missed 4 of 6 in the final
minute of regulation. It almost

NBA PLAYOFFS
was enough to cause them to
blow a fourth-quarter lead for the
third game in a row.
Clifford Robinson awoke from
his four-year playoff nightmare to
score five of his 11 points in the
overtime for Portland. He was
just 2-for-11 from the field in
regulation, including an illadvised, errant 3-pointer with
five seconds to go and the game
tied at 83.
"It just feel good to get the
win," Robinson said.
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ECONOMY TIRE & SERVICE
..73 East Main • Murray, KY

753-8500 or 753-860!)

PASSENGER - TRUCK - FARM - INDUSTRIAL TIRES
MUM

Xzwasi ThatziiMahoplit Yzirtzi

*Goodyear
*Firestone
*General

Raymond Charette, M.D.
Orthopedic Surgeon

*Multi-Mile
*Grand Am
*Wild Country

*BF Goodrich
*Michelin
*Cooper

Specializing in Total Joint Replacement
All Passenger Tires are mounted and balanced FREE!!
All Passenger Tires carry Road Hazard Warranty.
FREE flat repairs on all Passe;ger Tires.
FREE valve stems on every Passenger & LT Truck Tires.
FREE "Lifetime" re-balance & rotation on all Passenger & LT Truck Tires.

Announces the reopening ofhis practice
for orthopedic surgery and totaljoint
replacement
Medical Arts Building
Suite 378W
300 South Eighth Street
Murray, Ky.42071

TIRE SPECIALS
P15580R13 Uniroyal Tiger Paw
P17570R13 Kelly Metric Rad
P19570R14 Kelly Metric Rad

For appointments call

P21575R15 Kelly Citation
P23575R15 Michelin XW4-BW

502-753-8896

$5L00

off*

Any Set of 4-Passenger or
Light Truck Tires In Stock

$51.00

*Excluding Listed Tires In This Ad.

$75.00

With Coepois Expires 5-31-96

Quality Service At Reasonable Prices
Brakes - Shocks - Tune-Ups - Complete Engine Overhaul

-„

' *4-Tire Rotation &
Computer Balance*

A native of Ottawa,Ontario, Canada,Dr. Charette received his
undergraduate and medical degrees from Ottawa University where he also
completed his residency.

*Transmission Tune-Up*
Drain old fluid, renew all gaskets, install
new filter kit, add new fluid, test drive
vehicle

w/Lifetirne Warranty

$4495

$199°

He is certified by the American Board of Orthopedic Surgery and is a
fellow in the American Academy of Orthopedic Surgeons.

(*Engine Tune-Up*
Complete tune-up including new spark
plugs, points and condensers (if applicable), dean and adjust carburetor, check
electrical system and set engine Wren& 4
cYl. -

MURRAY
partners
CALLOVAY
lthcore
COUNTY
In
HOSPITAL

$350o Parts

&
Labor

Wide Coupon Expires 5-31-96
% 'Mast U.S. and foreign can and Ilea truck*/

FREE

Safety Inspection
Inspect tires, brakes front-end assembly,
shocks, muffler and tailpipes
With Coupon

With Coupes

With Compost

Expires 5-31-96
% 'Most 1..;_5 and foreign cars & light trucks /

Fortner patients and new patients alike may schedule an appointment by
calling(502)753-88%.

Raymond Charette, M.D.

$44.00

COMPLETE AUTO SERVICE

n medical practice in Murray since 1980,Dr. Charette is reopening
his practice having just returned film a three-month fellowship in
Indianapolis on total joint replacement The fellowship included the latest
techniques and advancements in hip arid knee joint replacement stressing
accelerated rehabilitation and cost containment

Orthopedic Surgeon
Medical Arts Building
300 South Eighth Street, Suite 278W
Murray, Ky. 42071
502-753-8896

$2
500

$27.00

Expires 5-31-96
*Wet -5 cats and light trucks

Expires 5-31 -96
*mom Up cars and light trucks

' *Shocks and Struts" I

*Oil-Lube-Filter*

Lifetime warranieed heavy duty and gas
charged shocks arid McPherson struts for
foreign and domestic cars and light trucks

Change up to 5 qts of major brand oil new oil filter, tube all chassis parts Most
autos and light trucks
110

SAVE 25%„
Willi Campos

Expires 5.3146

$1499
With Carpool
Expires 5-31-96
•
••
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Ward receives appointment
Charles W. Ward,of Murray, has
been named an Affiliate of the
United States Naval Academy Information Officer Program. The
five year appointment runs through
January 23, 2001 and was announced by Cpt. Charles T. Butler,
USN, director of admissions at the
United States Naval Academy.
The Naval Academy Blue and
Gold Program, and its Naval
Academy Information Officers and
Affiliates, is a selective volunteer
program of individuals with prior
active duty service as Naval Officer,
Naval Reserve Officer, United

States Navy enlisted personnel, retired Naval Officer and Reserve
Officer persons, and USNA alumni.
The Naval Academy Information
Program participants are known as
Affiliates (NAIA's) and Officers
(NAIO's)and commonly referred to
as Blue and Gold Officers. NAIA
Ward will receive formal Naval
Academy Information Program
training at the United States Naval
Academy in Annapolis, Maryland
this July when he participates in a
week-long training seminar conducted by the Candidate Guidance
Office. Upon completion of this

TIRES TIRES TIRES TIRES TIRES
New and Usod
Lowest PrIcas

Free Mount and
Computer Balance

WAREHOUSE TIRE
400 Industrial Rd. * 753-1111

TIRES TIRES TIRES TIRES TIRES
FORM A WATCH TEAM — KEEP MURRAY SAFE

HOROSCOPES
WEDNESDAY,MAY 1, 1996
(For your personalized daily Jeane Dixon horoscope. based on your own
date of birth, call 1-900-988-7788. Your phone company will bill you 99
cents a minute.)

specialized training, NAIA Ward
will be recognized as a Naval
Academy Information Officer.
TODAY'S CHILDREN are open-minded, adventurous and interested in
NAIA Ward's area of responsithe unusual. With the right encouragement from parents and teachers, they
bility will be the Western Kentucky
will learn to be effective and respected leaders. Contact sports or amateur
region. He will represent the United
theatricals
will hold special appeal for these outgoing Taureans. Easygoing
increasing
States Naval Academy in
and tolerant. they are the first to forgive and forget after a quarrel.
the number of applicants and improHAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE
ving the quality of candidates adGEMINI(May 21-June 20): The
mitted to the Naval Academy. He NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE: lines of communication will be
will serve as Kentucky's First Con- The solution to a problem will come
humming today. Key people are
receptive to your ideas. A new vengressional District liaison with Con- to you in a mysterious way. Beginture gets the green light. Romance
gressman Ed Whitfield, Senator ning in July, you will enjoy greater
may have to wait.
Mitch McConnell,Senator Wendall freedom of movement. Pursue educational goals next September. A
CANCER (June 21-July 22):
Ford and perform other duties as- long-overdue
reconciliation is possiup with VIPs could bring
Linking
Academy's
signed by the Naval
ble in late fall. A fabulous travel
financial rewards. Use gentle humor
Area Coordinator of the Blue and opportunity could come your way
when voicing your views about a
Gold Program.
early in 1997. You feel more ambichange. Others begin to see a work
Ward attained the rate of Petty tious and motivated than in the past.
project or family problem in a difOfficer Third-Class (E-4) in the Finalize a major business deal next
ferent light. Welcome their insights.
United States Naval Training Cen- April. A year from now, romance
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Giving
ter in San Diego, CA in Septemer, will be uppermost in your thoughts!
credit where it is due wins you an
ARIES (March 21-April 19):
1968. Recognized by aviation Atinfluential person's respect. A
Your upbeat attitude and comments
tack Squadron One Ninety-Five and
change of lifestyle brings both
the United States Seventh Fleet as persuade someone to reveal vital
greater physical comfort and new
Sailor of the Month in February. information. Work becomes play
emotional security.
when you unleash your creativity. A
1970, NAIA Ward is a decorated
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22):
co-worker may be attracted to you.
Influential friends give the seal of
Vietnam veteran.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20):
approval to a pet project. Your keen
For further information about the
Doing
too much for others could
intuition helps you take swift action.
United States Naval Academy,
deplete your energy. Set aside some
Save time by shopping by phone. A
please contact NAIA Ward at Route
time to regroup. A project must be
secret admirer wants to be discov7, Box 792-B, Murray, KY,or call finished
on time. Accept help from a
ered.
502-753-9976(H)or 502-762-4894
colleague who has your best interLIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Look
(W).
ests at heart.
forward to a period of great growth

where career and business are concerned. New sources of capital Make
it possible for you to launch a project.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21).
Seek quiet surroundings when tackling a complex project. Return
phone calls and answer correspondence promptly. The company of
old friends or neighbors holds special appeal tonight.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21): Your job or financial hopes
may be slightly unrealistic. Improve
your earning power by sharpening
your skills. Your mate is your
strongest ally during a family crisis.
Show heartfelt appreciation.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
19): Terrific timing puts you in good
financial shape. Repay business
favors as soon as possible. A lucky
break will help you make a new
beginning. Lasting ties are forged.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
Work to make sense of a budget. A
shopping expedition promises to be
tempting. Leave your credit cards at
home. Attending a local event puts
you in touch with interesting new
people. Extend an invitation.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20): A
family member gives you a lucky
break. A meeting of minds leads to a
beneficial change of lifestyle. Curb
spending by postponing non-essential purchases. Romance begins to
intensify. Avoid making too many
promises.
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'95 CHRYSLER NEW YORKER
Top of the line luxury at a very
affordable price, full power and only
26,xxx miles.

'95 DODGE AVENGER
V6, automatic, AM/FM/CD loaded
and only 24,xxx miles Balance of
factory warranty.

16 933
'15

ES287

Stoi

'94 NISSAN 300 ZX CPE

Pioneer Convenience Mart
Your Local Conoco Image Excellence
Award Wmner.

Local doctor trade-in with 17,xxx
miles, t-tops, alloy wheels, alarm,
etc., sharp as they come

There are nearly 5,000 Conoco retail
locations in the Continental U.S. And while
they all meet the tough set of quality standards
for appearance, products and customer
service, this year a select group exceeded those
standards to earn the coveted Conoco Image
Excellence Award.* It's a rare honor to
win this award, since finalists have to earn a
perfect inspection score twice in one yearsomething accomplished by only a handful
of Conoco retail locations, like

'94 DODGE RAM 1500 SLT

[El
4

Very nice local trade with all the
options and balance of Chrysler warran

'94 JEEP WRANGLER
Ready for summertime fun. Red,
34,xxx miles and balance of Chrysler
7/70 warranty

15 570
p12,184

Pioneer Convenience Mart

(conoco)

'92 TOYOTA SUPRA
Turbo, targa top, white on white,
leather. cass and C.D. Only 52,xxx
miles and sharp.

Pioneer Convenience Mart
Hwy. 94 • 6 miles west of Murray at Lynn Grove

435-4500

Pnces good
thru May 4
plus tax. trtle.
USS 1sIcons.

Pr 10111

94,603

Cain's

CHR YSL ER.PL YMOUTH•DODGE-JEEP-EAGLE

Hwy. 641 N. • Murray

1

753-6448
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020
Notice

Notice

ALTERATIONS, Ruth's
See & Sew 753-6981

Appliance parts to fit
most map, brands

'ORGOTTEN Thyme
•-ierbs, Ever songs & bediing planbs Opens May
9th, Thur-Sat, 9 5, 2mis
iown Murray-Paris Rd
'53-2171 Free plant
4/$8 00 purchase

New & Used
Large Inventory

Wynn's Nursery

awes
1996 MEDICARE
INFORMATION
Medicare supplement
insurance is now
standanzed in 10
plans and we wntc
all 10.
The part A deductible
you, or your
insurance,
must pay has been
trio-cased to $736 in
1996.
For more information
call:
N1cCONNELL
INSURANCE
AGENCY
753-4199
or nationwide
1-800•455-4199

Ward Elkins
753-1713

Classified

Tomatoes
Broccoli,
Cauliflower, Cabbage
6 Pack 89'
Golden Barberry
'
$4.75/9al. container
Bedding Plants so. 91e
Ferns, Roses
in gal. containers
Hwy. 69 North
iv, masa from Statioline
901-782-3508

Feature of The Week

Medic® Bedding
Rainbow Twin

'139 set
Reg Price $199

PURDOM
Furniture & Mattress
Downtown Murray • 7534672

oFn

020

020

Chestnut Preschool
Summer Program
Hours 730 to 520
Join us for
summer fun!

489-2741 or
753-6578

YOUR
AD
COULD
BE
HERE
CALL
753-1916

- Need Extra
Cash?
—Run a Classified. —

14U1 yea: of

SCP•It.t.

HOUSE of Clothes, now
open Mon-Sat,9to 5,Sun 1
to 5. Nice consignment clothing. $1.00 Buys mens,
women, children jeans,
sweaters, sweat shirts,
dresses 13 Miles from
Murray on Hwy 464. Call
489-2243 or 753-6981
()Sri

Last
And Found
FOUND, Black & white female Husky, 5yrs Or older,
wearing greenish/ blue collar in Palestine Church
area, 474-8330
LOST: &died white Persian
cat, completely deaf Lost
in vacinity of 11th and Vine.
753-5094.
LOST: Near Midway.
Young female white cat
with couple of black dots on
head 753-0804.
LOST

Attention
Classified Advertisers!
Dial-A-Service is a handy clip-out
section running each Monday in
the classifieds. You get a 2x1
display ad, regularly priced at
$12.03, for

Only $6 A Week!
(Minimum of 13 Weeks)
New rate effective April 1, 1995
Stop by our office today or dial 753-1916

EMMANUEL BAPTIST
ACADEMY

,

Open House

Monday, May 13 • 6-8:30 p.m.

Register
Kindergarten-Gr. 8

753-3289
753-6487

LAKE
STUDIO
hill rad fi •

• FrallIt'S

(502)474-2308
By Appointment
Highway 94 East & 1346

(502)
474-8890
D
S
HIRTS I
n'
16270 U.S. Hwy. 68E
THINGS
Aurora, KY 42048
Open 10-5 Seven Days
U.K. Champ Shirts
$1 2.50
Swimwear For All, Shorts & Tanks, Bast American
T's, Goff & Roll-Up Sleeve, Custom Car Plates $11.95
- Custom Lettering & Many Designs.
—GROUP DISCOUNTS—

FACTORY YARD SALE
FRI. 9-6

SAT. 8-4

Ceramic, Brass,
Oriental, Wood,
Floor Lamps - Shades, Vases
And Sculptures.
DEALERS WELCOME
LAMPS:

American Lamp
Company
418 LOCHRIDGE ST.
MAYFIELD, KENTUCKY 42066

060

mood
Help

AVON- $8-$15/hr. No door
to door. No min. order.
Bonuses/benefits
1-800-827-4640 Ind/sIs/
rep.
DRIVERS needed at Mr.
Gatti's Pizza. Inquire
within
EXPERIENCED carpenter
in framing & finish work.
Must be reliabie. 436-2766.
EXPERIENCED sergers
and finishers for clothing
line Full or part time. Salary
negotiable th skills. Apply at
308 Main St, 8am-5prn,
Mon-Fri.
FIRE SAFETY ADVISORS. $2150 per month.
Company will train. Call
Mon-Thurs, 9arn- 1pm only.
615-399-8269.
HEALTH nut- get financially fit. Expanding health
& sports nutrition company
in Western Kentucky area
seeking 5 high energy individuals with a positive attitude. Call 502-527-5287.
HOME TYPISTS, PC users
needed. $45,000 income
Call
potential.
1-800-513-4343 Ext. B8155.
HOMEWORKERS urgently
needed. Earn weekly paychecks from the comfort of
your home. Free details.
Rush LSASE to, American
Media Associates, Dept
AA, 381 E Oak Dr, Buchanan, Tn 38222.
MURRAY Christian
Academy seeking certified
teachers, grades K-7th
Call 759-1555 or 759-1321
for application.
NEEDED part time ianitor
for Murray area. Call
502-247-8237.
NEEDED: Shirt laundry
person. Apply in person at
Boone's, 605 Main. No
phone calls piease.
NO JOKE. Tired of answering ridiculous & misleading
ads Well I'm bred of interviewing people who don't
have a clue about responsibility or dedicabonl I need a
few quality people who can
step up & help me run th*
office 502-527-9356 ask
for Michael.
NOW biking applications
for housekeeping & man*"
nonce Apply in person,
Shoney's Inn, 1503 N 121h,
• Murray
NURSES Aide, PRN work
as needed, all shifts Prefer
experierioed mature individual, but will train Must be
able to work any shift
Pleasant atmosphere,
good working conditions
Apply in person, no phone
calls please. Fern Terrace
Lodge, 1505 Stadium View
Dr. E0E.

-•140

150

100
Hs
Wanted

Business
Opportunity

HAIRDRESSER assistant
Only Licensed hairdrester
need to apply. Call
753-4265 for interview

CARPET cleaning and jarwtonal business, established
in Calloway and Marshall
Cos All equipment in ex
cellent working order Including Deep Steam extraction machine, janitorial
equipment and supplies
Buyer may resume Yellow
page ads, $6,000
474-8666

ATTENTiON Murray area.
POSTAL JOBS Permanent, full time, $13Air, with
government benefits Apply
today for dark, carner apinfo
plication
Call:219-791-1191 ext
P-3482.
RECEPTIONIST/ property
manager 753-1492 or take
resume to Century 21, ask
for Catherine
RETAIL jewelry store looking for enthusiastic, goal
minded individual for part
time sales position Previous retail sales preferred,
but not required Apply in
person to Michelson Jewelers, Chestnut Hills Shopping Center

120
Computers
ANNOUNCING! POWERFUL NEW COMPUTERS
NOW BUILT IN MURRAY
FOR YOU. HAWKINS RESEARCH 1304-E CHESTNUT STREET, 753-7001
FREE 90 DAY 100% MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
ON YOUR NEW LOCALLY BUILT CUSTOM
COMPUTER. FOR FREE
DETAILS CALL HAWKINS RESEARCH AT
753-7001

SPORTSMINDED,
energetic individual to train
for my top earning sales
team. Excellent $$ Call
502-527-9356 ask for
HAVING Macintosh probMichael.
lems Campus MCI printUSA Union 76 is looking for ers, CD-ROW , memory,
honest and dependable etc? Cal the Mac Dr after
person to work full time, 2- 4.00prn,
M-F or weekends
3pm-11pm shifts & 3- for inhome service
7arn-3pm shifts. 811 Syca- 759-9870
more. 753-7333.
IBM-XT Compatible, 6404<,
WILDLIFE/ 3604<, Floppy, CGA moniCONSERVATION JOBS. tor 20MB Hard disc and
Game wardens, security, Epson LX810 printer, $575
maintenance, etc. No exp. Call 901-644-1872
necessary. Now Hiring For
into call 219-794-0010 ext
140
7159 Barn to 10pm, 7days.
Want
To Dui
WILDLIFE/
CONSERVATION JOBS. ANTIQUES by the piece or
Now hiring, Game War- collections 753-9433 daY
dens, Security, Mainte- or night.
nance, Park Rangers etc.
No exp. necessary. For ap- ANTIQUES Entire estates
plication and into. or 1 piece Call Larry Elkins
1-800-299-2470 ext KY 492-8646 days, 753-1418
evenings
111C. 7am-8pm 7days.
CASH paid for good, used
070
rifles, shotguns, and pisDomes*
tols_ Benson Sporting
aaderre
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
A-1 HOUSE cleaning Ex- Murray.
perienced, dependable
Satisfaction guaranteed
April or Julie Lamb.
436-2102 or 436-5950.

I WOULD like to buy a lot for
a mobile home as dose to
town as possible
753-4915

CLEANING houses is my WANTED Used riding
business. Reliable Call mowers that need work
Linda 759-9553
436-2867.
EXPERIENCED House- WANTED Video copy of
keepers. Free estimates MSU Basketball game
Home and offices Call broadcast on ESPN New
767-0423
Years Eve, 1989 Call
IMMACULATE Cleaning 345-2225
Thorough and reliable.
150
Horne and Office cleaning.
Articles
759-2310.
Foe Sale
SPOTLESSLY Clean. Will
thoroughly clean your 10 CRAFTSMAN table
house. Excellent refer- saw, $125. Craftsman
ences. Reliable. Call wood lathe, $100. Blue
Lazy-Boy rocker recliner,
436-5628 evenings.
$150. 753-0814.
WILL do house, apt, office
10' TABLESAW model
cleaning CaN 474-2131.
3400 Skill, never used
Paid $200, will sell for $160
100
489-2617
Business
Opportunity
18HP Craftsman 44' cut

Mob*
NOM. For Rent

SEE us for your barn or roof
metal Cut to length
Covers 36 inches, many
colors Economy Metal &
Supply Co 489-2722

WE move Mobile Homes
for the public Today's
Home, Benton. Ky
502-527-5645
12x55 2BR, 14 bath mobile home 502-474-2335

STEEL Budding Super
Sale Save $1,000 on
24'x36', 30'x36, 38'x72',
72'x120' Can deliver & put
up 502-443-7927
TANNING beds new &
used Wolff beds, local
dealer, service, parts, lotions, lamps Financing
available. 502-753-9274,
1-800-540-9790
190

Far.
EguiPsest
6FT Heavy duty BUSH
HOG, $500 753-8965
AGRICULTURAL/Steel
Buildings. 800-12,000sq ft.
Save thousands! Limited
supplies Richey Builders
502-886-0588
B ALLIS Chalmers with
Woods bellymower & plow
Cub with sickle rf1OWOr &
plow. John Deere 40-3
point, new overhaul G Allis
Chalmers. Ready to be restored 753-1873 after 6,
please
KIOTI tractor, 52hrs, 1yr old
w/front end loader, 30hp. 4
ad, $12,500 firm Woods
60' floating mower deck,
1yr old, $995. Woods 5' box
blade, $275. Craftsman 36'
tiller, new,$700. Makita 10'
mitre saw, $200. Elect service pole, $75 Call
753-4873.
200
Spats
Equipment

Our new nursing home policies
have an alternate plan ofcare that may
pay for care in your own home if you
would otherwise have to go to the
nursing home.
Everyone would rather stay at
home if possible and now we may be
able to provide the money under the
alternate plan of care!
CALL US TODAY FOR A RATE QUOTE

McCONNELL
INSURANCE AGENCY
753-4100 or 1-800-455-4199
905 Sycamore, Murray, KY

1 SLEEPING room, 1614
Olive, walk to MSU, utility
furnished Coleman RE.
753-9898

Guild bass guitar, $225
759-9932 after 6pm

1987 BUCCANEER,
14x70, 2br, 2 bath, central
Na. Ready to move into
753-9866
1995 FLEETWOOD 14x50
lots of extras, will take payoff 759-5349
93 FLEETWOOD 16X80,
38R, 2 bath, central h/a,
treated wood deck/ snaps
Cash Porment, loan refinancing possible. Must see
to appreciate. Leave in part
where setup or move to lot
whoa & septic in 1 reasonable payment 753-1913 or
759-2001.
REMODELED or use for
storage Buy at your price
753-5209
'TRADE PART OF YOUR
LAND OR HOME'for a new
Doubiewide mobile horns
See BM Cook or Jim Leigh
at Volunteer Homes & Really, Hwy 79E, Pans, Tn or
cell 901-642-4.466

APT in quiet residential
area $300imo appliances
2br 1yr lease 753 8096
KENTUCKY Lake, Lake
land Westly Village. 1br
apartment utilities in
ciuded. rent based on in
come 626 older or handi
cap & disabled Equal
Housing Opportunity
502-354 8888

2BR, $275/mo Water furnished No pets Coleman 2BR Duplex, Ike new yard
work provided, wrd hookup.
RE, 753-9898
gas heat Private deck,
2 OR 38R, gas or electric, $425/mo,$425 deposit. 1yr
central hie Edge of city lease 436-5725
limits 753-5209
2BR upstairs apt 4 rrlii06 MUR CAL Apartments now
265
from Murray on Hwy 121 EiCairOng applications tor
1, 2 and 3br apartments
Mobile
South No pets $285/mo
Phone 759 4984 Equal
Hams Lots Fes Rent
$285 deposit 489-2296
Housing Opportunity
ACRE mobile home 2 140044 eff apt Appl
space for rent, north of furnished No pets Deposit MURRAY Manor Apart
ments now accepting appn
Murray 759-9187 after required near University
5pm Pager 742-4435 $200/mo 753-4181 or cations for 1-2br apart
anytime
merits Apply in person
489-2181
1 30pm 4pm, Mon Fri
MOBILE Home Village 3 ROOM efficiency Apt, ap- 1409 Duigiud
Dr
$80/mo, water furnished
pliances furnished, electric
NEW
3br Duplex, Cam
Coleman RE 753-9898
heat, loft bed Rent/ Deposit, $260 412 N 5th St bridge Has built in micro
wave, fridge wfice maker
759-4696
Business
dishwasher, stove washer
Rental.
4BR, appliances furnished, dryer, gas heat & central
4 CAR shop for rent
electric heat 1303 Chest- air City utilities & cable
753-4509
nut St, next to MSU Cam- Available May 15 No pets
pus 759-4696
Year lease plus deposit
DOWNTOWN upstairs ofCall 753-7435 day
fice space on Court
Square Rent $95 Includes HILLDALE Apts now taking 753-3966 night
applications for 1,2, & 3br
utilities 753-1266
NOW taking applications
apts Handicap accessible
LARGE storage facility. Apply at Heti:tale Apts office for Section 8 low rent hous
94E
Coleman RE, Monday Friday, 7 30-3 30 'rig Apply in person at
Southside Manor. 906
753-9898
Equal Housing OpportunBroad St Extended, be
ity.437-4113
TDD
NORTHWOOD Storage
tween 8am- 12noon No
1-800-545-1833
X287
presently has units availphone calls please Equal
able
753 2905 or
Housing Opportunity
753-7536
OFFICE or retail 917 Coldwater Rd Lease, deposit,
and references required
$350/mo Yard maintenance is required
753-6069, leave message
if no answer

ALL WELCOME!
UP TO $9+ PER HOUR
AM/PM SHIFTS
National marketing firm's new Murray office needs
8-12 dear speaking, money motivated people to
earn full hme pay for their part time morning or
evening hours working on our area's most exciting
local merchants/civic promotion ever! Perfect for
students, homemakers & great 2nd income
opportunity! Daily cash bonuses also! We train!
Apply now,jobs will go fast! Apply in person Only,
Monday thru Thursday, 10 a.m.-6 p.m., at 1181/2 S.
5th St. downtown upstairs office mall.

INSIDE SALES
Must be able to meet and enjoy
people, be neat, clean & dependable. Some physical work and
basic math knowledge. Work most
Saturdays. Salary plus commission, paid holidays & vacation.
"No Phone Calls"
Apply In Person
Sat., Mon., Tues. or Wed. May 1st

1BR Apt & efficiency Apt
available now. Coleman
RE, 753-9898,
1BR, appliances furnished,
electric heat. Rent/ deposit,
$275. 412 N 5th St.
759-4696.

A-FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667

Apartments
For Rent

1

1 OR 2br apts new downtown Murray 753-4109

hrtm**

WOMAN'S Murray Mountain bike, 26, 18sp, only
ridden a few times, like
new, $85. 753-8242

320
brraa

RFT Regulation pool table,
1995 model, like new Must OFFICE space for lease,
Walnut Plaza, 104 N 5th St
sell, $700. 753-8012
753-8302 or 753-9621
GUNS, buy, sell, trade
310
436-5650
Waal
HANDGUNS, (Vies, ShotTo Rent
guns, Quality Leather Holsters, Amrnos & Access 2-3 BEDROOM mobile
BHB Firearms 436-2980 home or house in the country No trailer parks, reaSKI MACHINE Call after 6, sonable rent Ph 759-5021
759-9839
320
WINCHESTER Over/under
20 ga with mec. reloacter,
many extras, $800. Brown1,2,3BD apts Furnished
ing Bar 270 cal auto wt very nice
near MSU. No
shells, case, must see, pets.
75 3 - 1 25 2
489-2617.
$475
days,753-0606 after 5pm

SOUND System- Peavy
XR600 Head, Z Electro
Voice speakers, 4 Elect()
FRANCHISE for sale: West riding mower. Excelllent Voice BK-1 microphones,
Ky & Tenn Nationwide. condition, used only 10 to $600. Call 901-644-7587.
12 times Must sell. Call
759-4713.
753-9803, 8am-12pm.
240
LOCAL franchise opporAmerican,
1993
PACE
tunity, I3askins Robbins, in
liecellensaus
Call 12x6 enclosed box trailer
Murray.
Very nice. Call after 5pm. ORLANDO, 4 hotel nights
502-247-2096
4.36-2794.
near Disney, use anytime
TRAIN
$300 Value, sell $100
Trailer,
5x8'
tyr
CARGO
ING...Training...Training!
502-327-1989
Success in real estate old, $1250 Call 753-4873
270
sales requires proper train- FAX machine uses thermo
*Ms
ing and management sup- pacer, good condition, $80
Homes For ilekl
port. We guarantee it! Panasonic 2 line phones,
Learn more about how you $35/ea 759-1600 days, 1978, 12x60 WITH 2 lots
can make it to the top at our ask for Mike.
near Lake All appliances,
remodeled, large outbuildnext Century 21 career
session-- no experience re- FOR sale: Commercial tan- ing. Extra nice. 436-5794
(wired, just ambition! Call ning beds. 759-4713.
ALADIN, 2br, 1 bath,
now for a reserved seat. NEW roll of carpet, 33yds, 1981
heat, good condiCentury 21 Loretta Jobs COSOf Meadow Green. Paid central
$6500 753-0444
Realtors 753-1492. Ask for $10/yd, will sell for $4/yd tion,
Cathenne
1984 CRESTWOOD
753-0444.
14'x70*, 3br, 2 baths, good
condition. $11,000. Call
NURSING HOME INSURANCE
502-753-9294.

IS NOT JUST FOR
NURSING HOMES ANYMORE!

320

260
Articles
For Sale

1BR apt near campus,
1303 Chestnut $250/mo
includes water No pets
759-4696
1BR, extra large apt, appliances furnished, electric
heat Near Campus, 1628
Miller St. Rent/ Deposit,
$300 759-4696

VaiFet
, Hwy. 641

1/2 ml. South of Hazel, Ky.

SATURDAY, SUNDAY, MONDAY
WORK AVAILABLE FOR PRODUCTION OPERATORS
FULL BENEFITS FOR WORKING 34.5 HOURS
Mattel has openings for production operator positions in our world-class
molding operation. These 12 hour weekend shifts provide lots of time-off.
Hours are either 6:00 a.m.-6:00 p.m. or 6:00 p.m.-6:00 a.m. on Saturday,
Sunday and Monday. Scheduled days off are Tuesday, Wednesday,
Thursday and Friday. The starting hourly rate of pay is $6.20 and tops off
at $8.84. Full benefits are available after a short waiting period_
If you have what it takes to work with the world's best toymakers please
contact:
Murray Employment Agency
210 South 12th St.
Murray, KY 42071
502-759-2150
An Equal Opportunity Employer - M/F/DN

JACKSON PURCHASE
AGRICULTURAL CREDIT ASSOCIATION
Position Opening for:
LOAN ADMINISTRATOR/LOAN OFFICER TRAINEE
'B.S. Degree in Business, Agriculture or related field OR
'Four years successful professional selling and credit
analysis experience
'Agricultural knowledge and background required
'Position located in Murray, Kentucky
'Salary commensurate with education and experience
Applications will be taken on the following days at the following
locations:
Thursday, April 25 through Tuesday, April 30 at the Employment
Services Office at 319 S.7th Street, Mayfield, Kentucky between
the hours of 8:00 a.m. and 4:30 p.m.
EEOC-AFFIRMATIVE ACTION EMPLOYER

•

41.
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Apartments
Fa Rent

•Sat'

Howes
For Sale

Real
Estate

NEW 4br Dupiex, 24 bath.
appliances garage. wit
available May 1, $7004mo
(12mc lease) New 3br duplex, 2 bash, appkenciss.
garage, w/cf hookup. av
able May 1. $670/mo
(12m0 lease) 4BR house,
redecorated 2 bath, new
applianoes wd hookup, in
county. $565 Now available Deposit required No
pets 753 4937 or
436-2741 nights

f

Houses
For Ras
1BR Lake house wi
screened porch, 2 minutes
from Wildcat Beach Appliances furnished Rent
$325 759-4696
2BR, appliances furnished,
electric heat, attached garage Rent Deposit, $375
711 Payne St 759-4696

COMMERCIAL Property,
ainac5m. & afsale or lease. Court CLEAN.
home less
Square, Pans. Tn. City beet fordable country Murray.
miles from
location, 2 story. 2503sq ft then 2
313R, 1:t baths, treplaos
Owner financing
with new gas logs, vaulted
759-4713.
ceilings. Situated on tree
COMMERCIAL bldg, covered lot. Offered at
2400aq It on
we lot $84.500 through Kopperud
Natural gas, central h/a, R•alty, 753-1222.
IALS83000565.
2yrs old 753-4547.
COLONIAL Charm on
HALEY Appraisals. Bob beautikil Olive Blvd. near
Haley, state certified. IASU Campus Spacious
759-4218.
brick home featuring, 5br, 4
KOPPERUD Realty has bet II over 3300sq ft of
buyers waiting to purchase living area. Priced just rehomes all price ranges If duced by $10,000. For
you are thinking of selling- more information contact
contact one of our courte- Kopperud Realty.
ous and professional 753-1222 MLS03000450.
agents at 753-1222 or stop GATESBOROUGH, 4br, 4
by office at 711 Main St. bath, 2 story, 41001+ sq ft
REAL Estate acreage, 1-A Lots of extras, Walnut cabinets, Conan baths,
to 275A Owner financing
decks, gazebo, sprinkler
759-4713.
system, large genie room,
study. 753-5940,
436-5946.

2BR, app, wci hookup
915A Coldwater Rd Lease,
references & deposit required $4504mo Yard
maintenance is required
No pets' 753-6069 if no
answer, leave message

GREAT Hideaway! 2Br
Lakefront home in Blood
River area of Ky Lake.
Property also includes
large workshop & boat
dock Offered in tie 50's
2BR house with stove, re- through Kopperud Realty.
frigerator, w/d hookup 753-1222. MLS* 3000609.
Yard maintenance required Large lot, lovely KY Lake waterfront lot,
lake locaton $350/mo -Re- level, trees, $29,750.
ference & deposit required Terms 753-9302.
Available May 1 436-2305
or 436-2755
28R, w d hookup, reference & deposit required
No pets 504 S 6th St 10 COMMERCIAL lots for
sale. Sizes from 0.61 to
75.3
1 05 acres 7 Acres road
3BR
front located on Hwy 94E.
Call 759-4851 or 753-3734
from 8am-5pm.
762 4463 8 30-4pm
2 ACRE lot between Mur38R 1 bath $335/mo, plus ray & Mayfield Perfect for
deposit, washer & dryer, no new home 489-2625 from
pets 505 Pine 762-4483, 6pm-9prn
8 30 4prp
2 LOTS with 24'x30' gar38R 2 bath, gas heat, age, & electric service, lodeck 5 min from Stadium cated in Preston Heights,
Rent Deposit. $450 Hwy 500 feet from city limits. Al
121 759-4.696
underground city utilities,
3BR pais study, 1704 $24,900. 753-2339.
Ridgewoorl Appliances in- 3 HUGE corner lots in Precluding ,
,
- ,shwasher. Nice ston Heights, 500 feet from
neighborhood $520/mo, city limits. All underground
lease deposit, no pets. city utilities. 753-2339.
Available late May.
CROSSFIELD Subdivi753 8,'34
sion: Beautiful lots conve4PR, t-kime Col- niently located between
lege -4);
welcome both country dubs & high
Call €'S .33-1428
schools. All underground
appliances turn- city utilities to each lot w/
hed gas heat, wid hoo- paved curbed roads & the
p.carport Rent/ Deposit, beauty of country living.
=.: -,25 415 S 10th St Call 753-5630 or 753-5541.
759 46%
PRIME building lots, some
HAZEL Completely re- w/trees, all underground
modeled 2br I 4 bath, ap- utilities, natural gas. Joins
plianckr dop.psit lease, re- Oaks Country Club.
753-4010, 435-4226.
feren.l. 492 6526

RENTED' • it

160

Haw
Far Ws

For Rent
Lease

GREAT location. Newly decorated, 3br, 2 bath brick,
fireplace in den. Located in
Oaks Estate on large
wooded lot Professionally
landscaped. Walk to golf
course, $106,000 Ph
753-1468.
MAYFIELD, immaculate 1
owner brick, 3br, 2 bath,
approximately 16006q ft,
$70,000. Call Glinda.
247-6954, Barclay Realty.
NEW executive 1 level
brick home. Ready for immediate occupancy. Located just west of Murray
city limits This 4br, 3 bath
home has many outstanding features. Greatroom
formal dining room with
hardwood floors, separate
Master bedroom wing with
luxurious Master Suite, jacuzzi, Granny bedroom,
with own private bath. This
home has it all! Ph
753-1222. Kopperud Realty Home Team. MLS41
3000466.
QUIET peaceful country
setting, 9 miles west of
Murray. All brick, 11 rooms,
4 baths, 15 closets, 2 storage rooms, 2 fireplaces,
50x95 barn, 2sheds 32x95,
104 acres, vinyl fenced.
Too many extras to list. By
owner, $277,000
435-4184.
WELL maintained 3br, 1
bath, brick w/vinyl, 2 car
garage,on large lot in taw.
Price $58,500. Serious inquiries only. 753-6673.
a70

likiarisysiss
1981 KAWASKI 1000, low
mileage, $1300. 474-8325
1993 HONDA 300 EX, low
hours 759-2409

1996 BEAR CAT ATV,
454cc 4x4 now available in
2 STORY brick, 4br, 2'4 limited quantities at BEAR
CREEKVIEW Self storage bath. Quality construction, CREEK BOAT WERKS.
warehc.,ses on Center $194,000 obo. 759-2571, 800-354-9501.
Drive bthnd Shoney s 435-4040, 435-4013.
$211
759-4081
490
2YR Old home. 3BR, 2
Used
baths, 2 car garage, large
Cars
corner lot Lots of extras,
For Sale
$110,000 firm. Call for ap- 1962 FORD Galaxie. SHP
Or Lease
pointment. Serious buyers go-cart. 437-4079 after
SALE or rent Tobacco only please. 753-4761.
5Pm•
barns, dark fired, AC Bur- 2YR Old home. Open plan,
1977 CHRYSLER, runs
ley. 7594712
cathedral ceiling, 2br, 2 good, $400. 474-8325.
quality
bath, front porch,
construction. Ph 759-2571. 1983 BUICK Skylark,
55xxx miles, wife's car. De3000S0 ft of Luxurious liv- pendable,
$1750
ing space, plus 4'4 car 753-8900 nights 753-0071
A, ARABIAN A Quarter garage, vaulted ceilings,
horse mare, 1 yr old wallpaper, tile, w/many ex- 1963 CHEVY Malibu wa492-8723
tras. Built new in '92, gon, good work car.
759-4131.
$174,900. 753-2339.
REGISTERED Barzona
bull easy calfer, 3yrs old 3BR, 1 bath, vinyl siding 1983 OLDS Toronado,
492-8723
home on 2 acres in Browns $1200. Call Deitrich at
Grove Fruit trees & out- 753-7132 or 753-2715.
buildings. Mid 40's. 1985 CAPRICE Classic,
380
435-4536.
Pets
4dr, 15xxx miles, very
I Supplies
3BR, 1 bath, new outbuild- dean. Excellent condition
BLUE Healer male, w/ ing, central h/a, 4 miles Doesn't use oil, no rust,
from Ky Lake boat ramp. $2500. 354-8961 afterpapers, $50 474-2382
Price in low 30's. Call noons, Tues-Fri, mornings
DOG obedience classes or 759-1161.
753-6712.
private Serving Murray 14
48R, 24 bath with full 1987 DODGE Colt, 73xxx
years 436-2858
basement, 3 car carpet, miles, new dutch, runs
GOLDEN Retriever pup- 3900sq ft under roof. great, $1400 obo. Call
pies, AKC, Sire Canadian 1500Sq ft workshop with '4 759-2437, leave message.
American Champion, Sing- bath, 3 staN livestock barn
ing in the Rain. Pet & Show with fenced pasture. 1987 DODGE Shadow,
Guaranteed Paradise stocked pond, central heat looks good, runs good, red.
Kennels 502-753-4106
& air. Woodstoves in work- $1700. 753-2956 or
753-5607.
SIAMESE kittens, (seal shop end basement. Sits
point), $100/ea Siamese on apprx. 9 acres in Kirk- 1988 VW Jetta. Call
adult female (seal point), soy, $185,000. Serious in- 753-3474quines only. Evening calls
$50 759-1799
1990 OLDSMOBILE Delta
at 489-2056 for wt.
88,81xxx actual miles, p/w,
e30
BY Contractor: New 4br, cruise, bit wheel, $5300
Real
24 bath house w/3 car 753-8400 or 492-6176.
Estate
garage. Deluxe home with
4 ACRE wooded tot. Level all amenities_ You must see 1991 HYUNDAI Excel, 4dr,
to gendy sloping, w4ong this one. Call 753-3903.
sunroof, am/ fm cassette,
road frontage South of BY Owner- Custom de- $3100. 753-8146.
Murray & apprx V% miles signed and built for quality,
east of Hwy 641 in Henry energy efficiency and 1994 HONDA Accord LX,
27xxx mites, Seaksam
Co near Kyan state line. openness, 3br, 2'4 bath, 1 4dr,
Green. Reduced for quick
$9500. 753-8251.
we lot Quiet neighbor- sale. 753-3493 5prn & on
hood, many extras. Shown weekends, 753-1266, 8-5
by appointment 753-9778. weekdays.
Of
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'86 MUSTANG, good condition. 753-2544.

Ta
d:
Car Audio

Sunset Boulevard Music..
Dixieland Center

1995 MERCURY COUGAR XR7 white, fully
loaded, all power, sunroof,
am/fm cassette, 21xxx
miles. Excellent condition,
$13,000 firm. 474-8704 atter 6pin.

753-0113

'87 DODGE Colt Vista, 4
wheel drive, 85xxx miles, 2
bucket seats. 2 bench
seats seat 6 Exc condition, new tires. $2,500 firm
489-2012

Imam
Wised

Comes
1994 AEROSTAR XL
489-2672.

32FT Camper, air, gas
heat, $2,000 759-4414

'91 OLDS Silhouette, 7
passenger, 3.01, loaded,
0000 753-1036
'95 DODGE Caravan, 7
passenger, 6xxx miles.
Under warranty, $16.500.
Call 753-3066, 753-4497
alter 5.

520

Boas
Mogan
166 SS Ebbode Dyne trek,
dual console, 140h Johnson Motorguide, Eagle Lowrance, Tennessee SiSief,
garage kept, road oover.
Well maintained, clean
package, $5200.
474-8666

Al Al A TREE SERVICE,
skimp removal, tree spraying, hedge trimming, lendsoaping, mulch hauling &
mulch spreading, gutter
cleaning Licensed & insured, Full line of equipment, Free mimosa The
Lamb
438-5744,
1-800445-5282..

KITCHEN CABINET REFACING. Make your old
new again with Formica Al
colors, free estimates.
Wulff's Recovery, Murray.
KY 439-5560
LAWN Mowing. BA Paschall. 502-753-2943.
LAWN mowing, trimming it
add jobs. 753-8463.

A-1 Tree professionals.
Stump removal, tee spraying, serving Murray, Callo- LEE'S CARPET CLEANUSW
way County since 1980. ING. Furnikire • carpets •
Tema
Free estimates 436-2247 spot removal • free estimates. 753-5827
1982 GMC % ton p.u. 1968 POLAR CRAFT 13' or 492-8737.
47xxx miles on rebuilt en- V-hull. 1959 181'sp Johnson A & A Lawn Care, mowing, LEWIS OXISCIOS cleaning.
gine, $3000 obo. 759-2130 trolling mtr, depth finder, hauling, tree trimming. House, mobile homes,
after 5.
bailer, $725. 436-2675.
Free Estimates. Mark brick & vinyl. Buildings,
1989 FORD % ton, auto- 1985 34FT Sea Ray, twin Lamb. 436-5791, RV's, sidewalks Free estimates. 753-6490.
matic, air, gooseneck hoo- 454's, 325hrs. Mint oondi- 436-2528
lion, only $59,500. ABSOLUTE LAWN UCENSED for siectric and
kup. 489-2308.
753-4663 days, 492-8479 CARE. Lawn mowing, gas. 753-7203.
1990 GMC S-15,low miles, nights
weed spraying, gutter
5sp, air, CD player, new
LONGLIFE CARPET
aluminum wheels, new 1993 BULLET XD-20 bass cleaning. FREE ESTI- CLEANING SPECIAL.
MATES
753-6585.
tires, asking $6500. boat w/200hp Mariner mo$25.00 a Standard size
762-4616 or 527-1666.
tor. Tournament ready, ADDITIONS, roofing & sid- room. Free DEODORIZCall ing we my Specialty. For ING It SCOTCHGUARCI$ 1 8 ,000.
1990 JEEP Wrangler. 1985
502-522-5170.
free estimates call, David
WIG. 436-2664.
JEEP Cherokee. Call
753-0506.
1996 DONZI 275 LXC Lamb at 436-5043.
MB GENERAL CON(29'3 overall) midberth
1990 RANGER, a/c, p/s, cruisers in stock, starting at ALL around hauling, junk STRUCTION & MAINTEclean up, cleaning out NANCE: carpentry, paintp/b, runs great, 87K,
$39,943.00. BEAR CREEK sheds, gutters, yard work, ing, electrical, siding, other
$3500. Call 759-2409
WERKS tree work. Reasonable
BOAT
&
apt.
maint.
1991 FULL size Chevy 800-354-9501.
Rates. Joe. 436-2867.
(502)436-2819 fax or
pickup. 759-5448.
20FT WELLCRAFT, open ALL carpentry 15yrs exp., modem avail.
1991 GMC Sierra 4x4, 350 bow, 350 Chevy V-8, Mar- foundations, slabs, sidewMULCH,delivered Murray.
engine, heat & air, am/fm cruiser i/o, stainless prop, alks, driveways, buildings, 436-5560.
cassette, mag wheels, new marine radio, tandem remodeling, repairs, AGC
PAINTING, interior, extertires, chrome brush guards. trailer. 502-362-7164.
certified. 489-2214.
ior. Roofing, home repairs,
$12,500. 436-5950.
24FT Pontoon boat '89 ANTIQUE refinishing, furcleaning. Free estimates.
1995 CHEVY S-10 ZR2 model boat & motor. Cal niture repair & custom
436-5032.
SERIES, iixt cab, 4wd, after 6, 759-9839.
woodworking. 753-8056.
PAINTING, interior & exterBlack w/gray Interior,
70
MODEL
Tri-hull,
19,t,
APPLIANCE
REPAIRS: ior. Mobile homes, deck
wheels & tires, 19xxx
cleaning.
Call
miles, $20,000 obo. Call 85hp motor, $1200. Factory trained by 3 major
474-8325.
502-489-2165.
manufacturers. All work
474-8704 after 6pm.
and parts warranted. Ask
PLUMBING Repair. All
MUST sell. Sharp black '94 CELEBRITY Boats. for Andy at The Appliance
18-31',
most
in
saxik
now
types plumbing repair, inFord Ranger. 753-5711 or
Works,
753-24W.
and available with early
cluding thawing water lines.
489-2219
season discounts at BEAR APPLIANCE SERVICE. Reasonable rates,
CREEK BOAT WERKS. Kenmore, Westinghouse, 502-437-4545.
800-354-9501.
Whirlpool. 30+ years exPLUMBING repairs, fast
PROCRAFT Bass boat, perience. BOBBY
service. 436-5255.
dual console, 20ft long, 200 HOPPER, 436-5848.
1978 22FT Self contained Mariner
RILEY Remodeling & Conmotor, Procraft BACKHOE SERVICE.
camper, fully equipped in trailer. Good
struction. Additions, garcondition. See BRENT ALLEN septic tank
excellent condition, $3100. Carlos Black Jr. at
ages, roofing, vinyl siding &
Black's installation, repair, replaceCall 753-6491
trim. Replacement winDecorating Center or call ment. 759-1515.
dows, storage sheds, pole
1991 PROWLER 5th 436-2935 or 753-0839.
barns, decks. New homes
BACKHOE Service - ROY
wheel, 264 ft with electric TIGERSHARK
personal HILL. Septic system, drivealso available. Call for free
living room slide out. Cen- watercraft,
limited 1995's ways, hauling, foundations,
estimate. 502-489-2907.
tral heat & air, awning, ste- available at huge
dis- etc 759-4664.
reo, microwave, queen counts,
ROB'S Electrical works.
starting at
bed. Excellent condition, $3699.00. BEAR
New & old constuction. ReCREEK BOB'S Plumbing Service.
$12,900. 759-1987, BOAT
sidential, commercial, inWERKS. All work guaranteed. Free
436-2065.
dustrial, agricultural. Qualestimates. 436-5832 or
800-354-9501.
753-1134.
ity work, reasonable prices.
SUMMER retreat, Carriage
Licensed & Insured.
BUILDER- New homes &
34ft travel trailer, above av247-5700, 742-4484
garages.
Framing,
metal
or
erage condition, w/lot rental
(pager).
wood, Contract or hourly.
paid until Nov, on Blood
Tripp Williams. 753-0563.
River. 753-6116 days,
ROOFING and painting, in436-5810 after 8pm.
terior, exterior, etc. 25yrs
BUSHHOGGING, driveexperience. 10% Discount/
ways graded, gardens and
lawns rote-tilled. New 60 Senior Citizens. 474-0107.
inch roto- tiller does a terrific
R & R ELECTRIC Speciajob. Call Jonesy 437-4030. lizing in
mobile home hookups, new construction,
CARPET REPAIR. Does
your carpet have wrinkles general maintainence.
Large building lots - selling fast! 16th & Utterback
Free estimates, fast seror bad seams? Call Stock- construction busy - an already established
vice. Call anytime
well Carpet Installation &
subdivision. Family setting - less than a mile from
762-0001.
Repair for a Free estimate.
N. School, N. 641, golf, restaurants, skating rink,
437-4272.
SEAMLESS gutters inDale's Auto Repair, close to new Kroger, future
stalled, residential or comCARPORTS for cars and
Wal-Mart. Close enough for convenience - far
mercial, Serval! Gutter Co.
trucks. Special sizes for
enough way for the quiet life. Reasonably priced 753-6433.
motor home, boats, RVs
a few left at $12,500!
and etc. Excellent protecSPEEDY Maid mobile
high quality, excellent cleaning service.
Call 753-5628 or Grey's at 759-2001 tion,
value. Roy Hill 759-4664.
50 2 - 7 59 - 505 5 ,
CLEANING- yards, barns, 502-753-8086.
sheds, attics, garages
SURE WAY Tree & Stump
Hauling. Free estimates
Removal. Insured with full
Luke Lamb, 436-5950.
line of equipment Free esBeen Turned Down Before?
CONSTRUCTION Work. timates. Day or night,
Bad Credit • No Credit
753-5484.
McBride Construction.
Bankruptcy • Divorce
Decks to garages. AddiTHE Gutter Co. Seamless
GET A NEW START
tions and Vinyl. Free estialuminum gutters, variety
mates. Satisfaction guarof colors. Licensed, inanteed. Call Larry McBride. sured. Estimate available.
NO CREDIT
436-2102.
759-4690.
APPLICATION REFUSED:
COUNTERTOPS, custom. TIRED of high cost on haulINSTANT CREDIT
Homes, trailers, offices. m & tree work? Then call
AVAILABLE!
Wutff's Recovery, Murray. 436-2867.
436-5560.
Reestablish Your Credit
TOtiel WINDOWS. CleanCUSTOM BUILT wooden ing. Res. Commercial
decks & fencing. Excellent 436-5389.
workmanship. Affordable
rates. 753-7860.
TREES trimmed,lopped or

Whispering Meadows
Subdivision

GET...AUTO CREDIT

1-800-511-0715

Prestige Homes itt-1
Building quality homes at an affordable
price. Free floor plan consulting and
building estimates.
Additions, Remodeling & Vinyl Siding.
We make a difference by being different!
Call today and see why your home should
be built with PRESTIGE!!

753-5628 • Fax (502) 753-5494

Business On A Budget?
SAVE $173 with

this 2x2
consistency ad in classifieds
every day for a month - including
Shopper for only $195.

Call 753-1916

For Details

HALEY'S
,
0 uutupuck
Rental and Sales

1

Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving
"Don't Let The Name Fool You"
1 1 2 SO. 12th Murray, KY 42071

Phone: 753-6910
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

CUSTOM bulldozing and
backhoe work, septic systems, 354-8161 after 4pm,
Horace Sholar.
CUSTOM tilling, grader
blade work, bushhogging.
Gerald Carroll- owner.
502-492-6159.
DAVID'S Cleaning Services. *Cleaning" vinyl siding, homes, mobile homes,
boats, brick driveways,
parking lots, all exterior
cleaning, acid cleaning
available. David Borders,
Insured, Completely Mobile Phone 502-759-4734.
Cellular 502-853-1108.
DRYWALL finishing, re
pairs, additions and blowing ceilings. 753-4761
FINISH mowing, garden
breaking & tilling, bush hogging. 753-5303 after 6prn
FOUR Star Mobile Home,
parts & service. Everiock
vinyl underpining, lifetime
warranty, tan, beige, white,
grey. 492-8488.
GILBERTS Repair Service. Mirrors. Glass Replacement. Screens. Storm
Doors Big Screen TV Covers Custom Security
Doors 436-5733.
HANDYWORK/odd jobs
wanted. No job too small.
Just give us a call.
759-1184

HOW
TO TALK TO
1,000,000
KENTUCKIANS
If you have sonmerung tonsil, here's the way to
make your Wile
heard. it's the Kentucky Statewide Clamdfled
Networt,
For $149, you can place • 26-word ad In 80
Kentucky
newspapers with • potential aucbanta of mote than
1,000,000
reactors
We've sold everything from antiques to stamen
wagons From
steal butIchrigis ta sowing machine..
Coiner! Una ainsvpsperbe downs. Than get
ready to sell.

KENTUCKY STATEWIDE
CLASSIFIED NETWORK

mb Brothers

Tree Service

502-4.3G-5744i
1_-.1300-528-8-5.26.2
Free Emanates
1JCINSED & IMMO)
21 Hr. Service
Gutter Oaareng & °Wed at
Mulch Hauling
Landscaping
Hodge Trimming
Tree Spraying

el

I

WELDING: Portable,
stickes, MIG, hell-arc, brazing. Mild sleek), stainless,
aluminum and cast iron.
Call David at 436-5638.
WILL do home repairs. Also
lay vinyl flooring. Call
759-9257 after 5pm.
WINDOW repair & replacement (vinyl). 759-1799.
WOOD VCR- repairing
VCR's, camcorders, microwaves, Mon-Fri,9-12, 1-5.
Free estimates. Visa/MC
accepted. 753-0530.

Contractor or Home Builders

ooksety's Plumbing
Licensed Master Plumber
Free Estknates
New Construction - Repair -

put it in the
Classifieds

753-1916

LAMB Brother Home lm-

Pradditions,
e:ren
eenstim
:
, :7:7Z
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Water Heater Replacement

h Phone 436-2667‘
P
MEI No

11111

HON
CATI
M1

nt
CARPET & FL OR C
Come...See Our Selections
CARPETS: All Top Brand Names 1st Quality
HARDWOOD, TILE & VINYL
Over 30 Years Installation Experience

WE STAND BEHIND OUR WORK
JIM Knight sales & 8191111111fiOn Ton Tadct Rd
Jay Knight
*
Mitch Knight
Knight's
Hwy. 641 - l'/2 Miles South of Murray to
Tom Taylor Road. Right 1500 yards.

Murray

753-7728

HAZIE, KY

rrON
PAID
...ON
&PATE

SUMNER ROOFING CO.
Let ale call do it all for industrial, commercial or
residential. Also new construction roofs, even farm
buildings roofs. Also, single ply and torchdovm.
We are licensed iss Murray, bonded end insured.
All employees are covered-unckx woricen comp. If
you need references we will gladly furnish them
from Murray and Calloway Co.
We are ready to serve you!

Sumner Roofing CO, Cadiz, KY
1-800-270-0479 or 502-23S-5979 (....i.so
'

Custom
CABINETS
B WOODWORKING
Specifications!
Will Build To Your

• Kitchen Cabinets & Vanities
• Office Furniture & Entertainment Centers
• Solid Surface Counter Tops

502-759-9672
630 N 4th Sc. (Neat to Lassiter Plaster) • Murray
A DIVISION OF SOUTHERN WALL SYSTEMS, INC

PS
GUSTO'S PITCHES GANNETS
C.USTOSI

wobtivrossieu

All Types Of:

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
• Drop by and see our showroom
409 SUNBURY - MURRAY (Bahincl Bunny Bread)
753-9040
‘II•sastmei.1.16'.

•

Ili LAWN SERVICE
• Mowing
• Edging

• Weedeating
• Hauling, Etc.

Guaranteed fast, friendly and
professional service.

753-5647

Don't put it
in the attic,
garage or
basement

Full Line of
Equipment

NI
ATTENTION

removed. Also firewood.
CM 436-2562.
WALTER'S Contracidng,
Gerald Walters, owner.
Vinyl siding, painting,
decks, additions, roofing,
20yrs experience, free estimates. 753-2592.

Tree Tramming
Tree Removal

OPerated Stump Removal
BY
Cleanup Service
mi LAMB
Lou Hauling, Etc

votrAi

LITISIC

or

759-9365

If so wuwer plewe leave message.

WOODSKIITICS
Curtis Smith, Craftsman
(502) 435-4319 Phone or Fax
Offering:
Staircase Sales & Installation
Interior Trim Sales & Installation
Hardwood Flooring Sales
Hardwood Floor Installation & Finishing
Custom Built Cabinets, Furniture & Mantles

l'E

QUIC
AN5tA
NINE

•

-

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

TODAY IN HISTORY

LOOKING BACK
Tea years ago
Murray Board of Education has
voted to approve a bid of approximately $47,500 for work on Holland Field.
Plans for additions to both Calloway County High School and
Calloway County Middle School
have been approved by Calloway
County Board of Education.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Partin will
be married 50 years May 3.
Births reported include a girl to
Deborah and Steven Goad, a boy
to Ronda and Donnie Howard,
and a girl to Regina and Daniel
Collier, April 22; a boy to Sharon
and Bert Siebold and a girl to
Kara and Ron Thompson, April
23; a girl to George and Kathy
Ligon and a girl to Vicki and
Thomas Hopkins, April 24.
Twenty years ago
Linda Avery and Kathy Calhoun are co-valedictorians of the
1976 class of Calloway County
High School. They have a standing of 98.21. Other seniors with a
95 and above average are Randy
Herndon, Peggy Rogers, Judy
Kimbro, Kathie Broach, Gena
Cleaver, Vickie Weatherford, Pat
Adams, Kathy Jackson, Mike
Farris, Don McCuiston,Theresa
Dover, Kevin Penick, Teresa
Moody, Martha McCallon, Regina Cook and Kathy Todd. Graduation will be May 24 at Jeffrey
gym.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Tim Paschall,
April 6; a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
James Boyd Walker, April 7; a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Dale

TUESDAY, APRIL 30, 1906

Oakley, April 8; a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Terry Bucy, April 16; a boy
to Pvt. and Mrs. Joe Watson,
April 17.
Thirty years ago
Lusanne Lilly, senior at Murray State University and daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. G.T. Lilly, has
been named a 1966 Merit Award
Winner by Chemical and Engineering News, a publication of
American Chemical Society.
Mrs. C.C. Lowry of Murray
Woman's Club was installed as
president of Kentucky Federation
of Women's Clubs at the list
annual meeting at Lexington on
April 28. A large number of
women from Hazel and Murray
Woman's Clubs attended.
Sgt. James C. Dowdy, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Dowdy, is
serving with Army 2nd Signal
Group in Vietnam.
Forty years ago
Murray Junior Chamber of
Commerce won high honors at
state convention at Owensboro.
Attending from here were Harold
Beaman, Muarice Crass Jr., Z.C.
Enix, Ed Fenton, Robert Hopkins,
John Parker, John Simmons and
Dr. Rupert Stivers.
Oil paintings by Mrs. K.T.
Crawford and other hobbies of
members were shown at an open
meeting of Home Department of
Murray Woman's Club.
Mrs. Warren Swann presented
a program on "Southern Poetry"
at a meeting of J.N. Williams
Chapter of United Daughters of
Confederacy held at the home of
Mrs. A.F. Doran.

DEAR ABBY
DEAR ABBY: This is regarding
the letter from -Worried in Visalia,
Calif." I have had my own experience with a part wolf-dog that I
would like to share.
A couple of years ago, we were in
the process of buying a house and
had to live temporarily in an apartment where animals were not
allowed. My parents agreed to keep
our dog until our house was finished. Their next-door neighbors
owned three large dogs, one being
part wolf
Our dog is a mini Doberman pinscher and quite small compared to
the other dogs. One day when no
one was at home at WY parents'
house, the three dogs came over
their fence and attacked our little
dog. The neighbor heard unusual
yelping and went to check out what
was happening. He jumped the
fence to see the part wolf-dog tearing our little dog apart. The neighbor pulled the wolf-dog off and had
to literally push our dog's intestines
back inside before he could pick her
up and take her to the vet. She had
been torn open from her back down
one side to the bottom of her stomach.
The neighbor, whose son owned
the dog, was very apologetic and
visibly upset about it and agreed to
pay for the vet bill. Our dog was in
the hospital for a week and we very
nearly lost her, but she made it
through the ordeal.
This is not the first time this dog
has attacked. It has bitten another
neighbor and chased m:- mother: it
tried to attack them when they
were walking next to the fence. The
son of the neighbor refused to get
rid ofthis dog,and they still have it.
A wolf-dog is a very dangerous
breed, and anyone who plans to own
one should reconsider because their

By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday, April 30, the 121st day of 1996. There are 245
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On April 30, 1945, as Russian troops approached his Berlin bunker,
Adolf Hitler committed suicide along with his wife of one day, Eva
Braun. One week later, Germany surrendered unconditionally, ending
Hitler's Third Reich.
On this date:
In 1789, George Washington took office in New York as the first
president of the United States.
In 1803, the United States purchased the Louisiana Territory from
France.
In 1812, Louisiana became the 18th state of the Union.
In 1900, Hawaii was organized as a U.S. territory.
In 1900, engineer John Luther "Casey" Jones of the Illinois Central Railroad was killed in a wreck near Vaughan, Miss., after staying at
the controls in an effort to save the passengers.
In 1939, the New York World's Fair, billed as a look at "the world
of tomorrow," officially opened.
In 1945, "Arthur Godfrey Time" made its debut on the CBS radio
network.
In 1947, President Truman signed a measure officially changing the
name of Boulder Dam to Hoover Dam.
In 1948, the Organization of American States held its first meeting,
in Bogota, Colombia.
In 1970, President Nixon announced the United States was sending
troops into Cambodia, an action that sparked widespread protest.
In 1973, President Nixon announced the resignations of his aides
H.R. Haldeman and John Ehrlichman, along with Attorney General
Richard G. Kleindienst and White House counsel John Dean.
In 1975, the South Vietnamese capital of Saigon fell to Communist
forces as President Duong Van Minh announced an unconditional
surrender.
Ten years ago: The Soviet Union released a photograph of the
damaged Chernobyl nuclear plant, and accused Western news organizations of spreading false rumors of thousands of deaths, saying only
two people had died.
Five years ago: An estimated 125,000 people died as a cyclone
struck the South Asian country of Bangladesh. Former Massachusetts
Sen. Paul Tsongas announced his bid for the Democratic presidential
nomination.

DAILY COMICS

A Stitch in Time
Bur WE NOW CAN rHAT BE
NEW A MORE ItAPORTANT
THAN A VAN
NEW
FOR PAY
PAM1L.Y
CAR
BUSINESS?!

HONEY I NEED A NEW
CATERING VAN Fort
PAY BUSINESS

DON'T 'IOU BELIEVE THE
OLD ADAGE "BUSINESS
BEFORE PLEASURE"?

NLESS IT'S my
PLEASURE!

(C

South dealer.
the defenders could no longer score
Neither side vulnerable.
more than a diamond and a club, so
NORTH
declarer made the contract.
„nese
4K
It is easy to see that if East had
•
-s
ri
•K 9 7 3
gone up with the ace on the first
•6 2
heartlead from dummy and returned
13FIL
+ A Q 10 7 6 5
a diamond, South would have gone
WEST
EAST
down one. The question, then, is
•Q 10 7 6 3
+9852
whether East should havemade this
62
V A4
play without having seen all four
tite4
•A Q9
• 10 8 7 5 4 hands.
+984
+K 3
The answer lies in the principle
SOUTH
espoused above. As soon as dummy
CATHY
+ AJ4
appears, East should ask himself
Q J 1085
how and where his side might get
ON ONE MAID, I'M UNDERONE HAND, .I NEED_TO—N1 roi ONE HAND, ran iNDISPENS:F
THE '90s CAREER:
•K J 3
the four tricks necessary to defeat
PAID AND OVERSTRESSED...
I DEMAND A RAISE... ON THE
ABLE TO THE COMPANY .ON
SO MANY HANDS,
...ON:THE OTHER HAND, VA
40J 2
OTHER HAND, I NEED TO
the contract. He can reasonably count
THE OTHER HAND, HOW LON&
50 LITTLE APPLAUSE.
613/ITEFUL TO BE WORKING...
The bidding:
GIVE THANKS THAT I
on a club trick and a trump trick, but
WILL. THE COMPANY EXIST?...
HIWEST BEEN DiimPED...
South West
North East
his only real chance of stopping the
I If
Pass
2+
Pass
contract lies in the hope that his
4 IP
Pass
2 NT
partner can score two diamond
Opening lead — six of spades.
tricks.
A defender should always think
The trouble with playing low on
in terms of how many tricks his side the first heart lead is that it allows
needs to set the contract. This be- declarer to get to his hand and discomes his goal for that hand, and if card a diamond on the ace of spades
he absentmindedly loses sight of it, (South is marked with the spade ace
disaster may soon follow.
since West would not underlead an
Consider this deal where West ace at trick one.)
led a spade against four hearts.
East should therefore rise with
FOB BETTER or FOR WORSE
Dummy's king took the trick and a the heart ace at trick two and shift to
low trump was led, East following a diamond as his one and only chance.
HERE,We0j1.TAKE A coupLE we NEED Some NAMES, ( MAN,WHENyoU THINK ABOUT' 1.4.1ERE FiNALLy GEniNG
low.
In doing so, he abandons the usual
Hoge ROLLS WHIM I GET
MIKE -EYEBALL THE SKIP
ALLTHE DUMB STuFF WE HAD
To REPoRT Sof4ETHING
Declarer
won
with
practice of -second-hand low" bethe
queen
and
SOME NOTES oN THIS _
MAgKS,Tfw AN'aET SOME lb coVEft Al SericoL — AN',
GOOP ro j I cashed the ace ofspades,discarding cause the circumstances indicate that
—
NUMBERS,
HERE. vJE GOT AN AcTuAL
CHANGE/I r
a diamond from dummy. He then in this case it is the wrong thing to
A ecIDENT,MIG41T-1N FRONT- OF us Ill
conceded a trump to East's ace, but do.
1
Tomorrow: Insurance to the nth degree.
s/sAH.
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GARFIELD
15 THAT BOOK DOING
YOU ANY &OOP,OPIE?

MALLARD FILLN1ORE

IN Ve4vAK.0045K1 N01" Ot41.y
, 1-1QT.
Got OF with A ?EAU)
Alryo tj
5erlt6Ac6, 13ur 1
A 96,000--2)UAR ?osiorl!
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DEAR ABBY: My husband and I
were recently invited to a neighbor's
surprise 30th birthday party. It was
held at an expensive restaurant and
nothing was soiii about who was
paying for the dinner.
At the restaurant, the waiter
explained the limited menu options
Iii the 20 guests. No prices were
mentioned. nor were we given the
opportunity to make a selection
from the menu. i I just assumed that
our host had selected the food, so
who was to argue?i
Imagine my surprise when, at
the end of the evening, we were
each handed a bill. Only one person
paid in cash.
Question: Who was responsible
for paying for the dinner? The host
or the guests?
ONE EXPENSIVE EVENING
P.S. We all brought gifts, and
most paid for a baby sitter for the
evening.
DEAR
EXPENSIVE
EVENING: When people are
invited to a birthday party, they
naturally assume they are
guests.
It was a surprise party in
every sense of the word. The
hosts.were surprisingly ignorant of the social graces.
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By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
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WHAT KIND OF A STuDENT
ARE YOU, MARCIE?

DR. GOTT

DEAR DR. GOTT. What is considered a thorough medical examination? I belong to an HMO and I feel
that my exams have been cursory
recently. I'd really like to know what
to ask my doctor for in terms of a
complete work-up.
DEAR READER: The answer to
your
on your age
and general state of health. For example, the very young and very old
should be examined more frequently
than young and middle-aged adults.
Similarly, individuals with chronic
health problems, such as hypertension or diabetes, should undergo
health examinations more often than
should otherwise healthy people.
Let me give you a "generic" answer.
assuming the absence of any complicating factors.
Between the age of 20 and 50, adults
need only one routine examination per
decade; in the 50s, an exam every five
years; 60 and over, an annual checkup. During their reproductive years,
women should have annual Pap tests.
In every case, regardless of age, the
medical visit should include a complete medical history and thorough
examination. Rectal prostate exams
are advisable for any men over 40.
CROSSWORDS
There is disagreement among
experts about whether a cholesterol
42 Adventurous
ACROSS
screening is necessary in young and
43 Flonda tower
middle-aged patients. I think that it is
Puzzle
Previous
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45 Rustic
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Because high cholesterol levels are
48 Sun god
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associated with premature heart dis
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smoking.
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annually with their Pap
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PEANUTS

QUICK, MARCIE,I NEED THE
ANSWERS TO FIVE,SEVEN,
NINE, TEN AND TWELVE.

DEAR G.K.T.: Thank you for
a valuable piece of advice. Dog
lovers — are you listening?

WELL, SUfZE••

ar

1(4)*tor

behavior
t•1) unpredictable.
I know this letter is long, but I
hope you will print it so people will
know how dangerous it is to own
such a "pet."
G.K.T

* * *
Abby shares more of her (a% orite,
easy-to-prepare recipes. To order, send•
business-size, self-addressed envelope,
plus check or money order for 53.95154.50
in Canada, to: Dear Abby, More Favorite
Recipes, P.O. Box 447, Mount Morris, Ill.
61034-0447. 1Postage is included.)
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DR. GOTT
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PETER
GOTT, M.D.
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Geography grant
is received by MSU

•

The Kentucky department of
education recently awarded a grant
of$39,000 to Murray State University for the Kentucky Alliance Summer Geography Institute '96.
Neil Weber, chairman of the
department of geosciences at *the
university, will serve as project
director for the institute which is
designed for teachers across Kentucky. There will be approximately
30 teachers, with 10 each from
elementary,,middle and high school
levels taking part in the project
This group of teachers were
In March, Murray-Calloway home schoolers we led on a nature walk by
selected for the program by the
Philip Powell, Wildlife Artist Mr. Powell Is showing Cassidy Easley and
Kentucky department of education
Joshua Lewis a sassafras tree. For more Information on homeschoolIng call
in Frankfort Each candidate's cre753-0717.
dentials were closely examined and
the department was highly selective
in choosing each participant.
The Summer Geography Institute
will offer participants two weeks of
intense professional development
and the opportunity to become
teacher consultants or trained instructional leaders.
Participants will have access to
the staff and facilities of the MidAmerica Remote Sensing Center
(MARC) and the Kentucky Center
for Excellent for Reservoir Research at Murray State University,
as well as Kentucky and Barkley
Lakes and the Land Between the
Lakes.
"They (teachers) will be exposed
In February, Murray-Calloway home schoolers joined Immanuel Baptist to some of the best technology
around," said Weber. "They will
students for a Valentine's Day Party. Games were played and the most
learn how to access resources
unusual boxes were created to gobble up those valentines from friends. For
through G.I.S., the World Wide
more information on home-schooling call 753-0717.
Web and the Internet and will have
an opportunity to become more
familiar with information that will
help them in their teaching."
Institute training will include integrating geographic content, skills
Dear Editor;
This past weekend Murray played host to 450 Boy Scouts and their and perspectives into the curriculum
leaders from all over the southeastern states. They were in town for their using the five themes of geography
annual Order of the Arrow Conclave. You may have seen their tents pitched and the six elements suggested by
at MSU's Expo Center or watched them hike up and down College Farm the National Geography Standards.
The training will also include expoRoad and 16th Street to and from campus.
Many of them remarked at how extremely pleased they were with the sure to the latest textual and elecreception they received here in town. Their leadership is quite willing to tronic materials supporting geograconsider Murray as a site again in the near future when it cycles around to phy education and to the ideas and
methods of professional geograKentucky.
This weekend would not have gone very smoothly without the effort and phers, and writing authentic, intecooperation of many people in the community. On behalf of Murray State grative units of study using the
University I wish to thank the following people publicly for their assistance Kentucky Curriculum Planning
and generosity: Whitey Adams, for the use of 1st Presbyterian Church Map. Finally, the instruction offers
equipment, Jerry Ainley, for the use of Calloway County High School participants a chance to use techfields, Ronnie Burkeen, Disaster & Emergency Service, for providing his nology to enhance the teaching of
vehicle and staff, Dan Hampton, for the use of Murray High School geography, including locating and
equipment, Murray City Police, for providing escort during the Scouts' using resources on the Internet,
initial hike to campus, Mark Randall and his assistant, Chi Alpha, for using e-mail to support instruction,
leading the Sunday morning service, and Gary Taylor, Taylor Buses, for using integrated software packages
providing a flatbed truck.
for writing and mathematics portfoThanks to all of you, this weekend was a great success for Murray State lios, and creating and presenting
and the community.
John B. Griffin
Murray State's Office of Community Education
P.O. Box 9, Murray, KY 42071
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professional development sessions
that instruct and motivate.
"Teacher participants will have a
leg up on other machers in addressing ICEFtA and National Goals 2000
initiatives relative to geographic
education," noted Weber.
The institute participants will
receive graduate credit and/or professional development credit, mom
and board, travel expenses and
instructional materials and maps.
Interested teacher consultants will
be included in state and regional
professional development activities.

Maturing?
How About An Annuity?
Woodmen's Flexible Premium and Single Premium
Deferred Annuity plats am competitive alternatives to
Wise savinp plans. The initial guaranteed rate for
amounts over $5,000 is:
Howard D. Hughes
Hoodlums Bldg.
3rd & Maple, Marra,
753-4339
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Ask your Woodmen representative about our Flexible
and Single Premium Deferred Annuity plans.
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Let our community work for you

Kopperud Realty's

Showcase Of Homes

FOR THE DISCRIMINATING —
Quality built home in a neighborhood
you'll love. Professionally decorated
three bedroom, two bath, plus large
bonus room. You can unwind in your
own jacuzzi or hot tub. Perfect for
enteortning your friends in a large
-Loffgreat room with fireplace, and a
kitchen you'll enjoy. All appliances.

EXTRA NEAT — Thasippdroom,two
bath home in PrestorHeights Subd.
Fireplace, two car garage, and priced
in the $80's. Call today for an appointment, 753-1222.

COLONIAL CHARM — On beautiful
Olive Boulevard near MSU campus.
Recently redecorated brick home features 5 bedrooms, 4 baths and over
3,300 eq. ft. ofliving area.Phone 7531222 for more information. Just reduced $10,000.

TO EACH HIS OWN — Imagine the
kids' delight when each has his own
bedroom in this 5 bedroom, 3 bath
home. Many recent updates in flooring,carpet and paint make this a good
value. $124,900.

Neat,two bedroom brick with central
heat and air. Features large eat-in
kitchen. Hard to find home now priced in the $40's. Call 753-1222 for an
appointment -

LY COUNTRY HOME — Situated on 41/2 private acres.Property
I. fenced on 3 sides, has large detached workshop/garage, plus attached garage. Large wooden deck
with hot tub surrounds front and side.
Offered at $86,000.

THE FAMILY WILL LOVE — Living
in this sprawling four bedroom,three
bath brick ranch. Home has formal
living room, dining mom, big family
room w/flreplace,large eat-in kitchen
w/lots of beautiful white cabinets.
Two car garage, central gas heat/air,
large lot. $155,000.

And be minutes from town in this
home located in Lakeway Shores.
This homefeatures4 bedrooms,living
room with fireplace,family room,one
bath, utility room. Deck off back of
home with great view. Priced in the
$60's.

Holland Motor Sales
St.
753-4461

513 S. 12th
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SALE

120 1 ANNIVERSARY SALE

„um
James Gary Kimbro

Stone-Lang hearing instrument specialist, Vicki Oliver, has
recently returned from Minneapolis, MN, the "Hearing Aid Capital
of the World!" During her visit, Ms. Oliver received advanced
training in the newest hearing aid technology, including the new
Completely-in-the-Canal (C.I.C.) instrument. The C.I.C. instrument
fits deep in the ear canal and is so small that even those
closest to you may not know that you're wearing hearing aids!

The funeral for James Gary Kimbro was Monday at 11 a.m. in the
chapel of McEvoy Funeral Home, Paris, Tenn. The Rev. Randy Kuykendall officiated.
Pallbearers were Jim Forrest, David Clendenin, Thomas Paschall,
Bobby Paschall, Larry Nichols and Gerald Paschall. The body was
cremated.
Mr. Kimbro, 50, of 1235 Kuykendall Rd., Puryear, Tenn., died
Saturday morning, April 27, 1996, at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Patsy K. Paschall Kimbro; his
mother, Mrs. Vida Mae Kimbro; one brother, Lonnie Grey Kimbro,
RL 4, Murray.
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I) Small Size

Nearly Invisible

3) Automatic Volume Control

2) Excellent Acoustic Performance
4) Less Wind Noise

5) Highly Telephone Compatible
Presently Stone-Lang is celebrating 120 years in business and a special offer awaits you. Ms. Oliver invites
you to see the tiny C.I.C. hearing aid and experience its superior sound quality. For a limited time, when you
purchase a new Completely-in-the Canal (C.I.C.) instrument, you will receive $20 off the list price, a two
year warranty, and a Complimentary Battery Club. Hurry...this offer expires May 30, 1996.
Appointments are requested to reduce waiting to a minimum.

(502) 753-8055 Outside Murray: 1-800-949-5/28
Since 1876 • A Name You Can Trust

STONE-LANG CO.
HEARING AM CENTER
206 S. 4th • Murray
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